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NOTE: Please remember that following ‘answers’ are NOT ‘model answers’. They 

are NOT synopsis too if we go by definition of the term. What we are providing is 

content that both meets demand of the question and at the same time gives you 

extra points in the form of background information. 
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Indian culture will cover the salient aspects of Art Forms, Literature and 

Architecture from ancient to modern times. 

Temple architecture constitute a significant part of India’s cultural heritage, in this 

context throw light on the various types of temple architecture in India. (250 words) 
Reference Art and Culture by Nitin Singhania 
Why the question: 
The question is related to GS 1 syllabus under the following heading- Salient aspects of Art Forms, 
Literature and Architecture from ancient to modern times. 
Key Demand of the question: 
The question wants us to write in detail about the temple architecture its origin and evolution plus its 
varied varieties in the country.  
Structure of the answer: 
Introduction: 
The question is straightforward and there isn’t much to deliberate, start by explaining what 
constitutes a temple. 
Body: 
Discuss about the Indian temple architecture and sculpture in detail. 
 Deal with major topics like Nagara Temple Architectural Style, Dravida Temple Architectural Style, 
Vesara Temple Architectural Style, etc. and the sculptures associated with them. And also throw light 
upon the Buddhist and Jain architecture. 
Explain the basic forms of Hindu temples, Jain temples and Buddhist temples, their structures and 
other associated architectural factors. 
Provide for a spatial map of the country with different varieties of temples across it. 
Conclusion: 
Conclude by highlighting their significance. 
Introduction: 

Temple architecture of high standard developed in almost all regions during ancient India. The 

distinct architectural style of temple construction in different parts was a result of geographical, 

climatic, ethnic, racial, historical and linguistic diversities. Ancient Indian temples are classified in 

three broad types. This classification is based on different architectural styles, employed in the 

construction of the temples. 

Body: 

In India, every region and period produced its own distinct style of temples with its regional 

variations. Three main style of temple architecture are the Nagara or the Northern style, the 

Dravida or the Southern style and the Vesara or Mixed style. But at the same time, there are also 

some regional styles of Bengal, Kerala and the Himalayan areas. 
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Nagara style or North Indian temple architecture: 

 The Nagara style that is palpable in different parts of India with varied elaborations in different 

localities has two particular features. 

 In North India it is common for an entire temple to be built on a stone platform with steps 

leading up to it. 

 They usually have elaborate boundary walls or gateways. 

 While the earliest temples had just one tower, or shikhara, later temples had several. 

 The garbhagriha is always located directly under the tallest tower. 

 There are many subdivisions of nagara temples depending on the shape of the shikhara. 

 There are different names for the various parts of the temple in different parts of India; 

however, the most common name for the simple shikhara which is square at the base and 

whose walls curve or slope inward to a point on top is called the ‘latina’ or the rekha-prasada 

type of shikara. 

 The second major type of architectural form in the nagara order is the phamsana, which tends to 

be broader and shorter than latina ones. 

 Their roofs are composed of several slabs that gently rise to a single point over the centre of the 

building, unlike the latina ones which look like sharply rising tall towers. 

 The third main sub-type of the nagara building is generally called the valabhi type. 

 These are rectangular buildings with a roof that rises into a vaulted chamber. 

 Dashavatara temple (Deogarh), Vishwanatha temple (Khajuraho), Lakshman Temple (Khajuraho) 

are few examples. 

Dravidian style or South Indian temple architecture: 

 Dravida style of temple architecture became popular in South India. Dravida style of temples was 

developed dynastically, however the major features of these temples remained common across 

the dynasties. 

 Unlike the Nagara temple, the Dravida temple is enclosed within a compound wall. 
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 The front wall has an entrance gateway in its centre, which is known as a gopuram. 

 The shape of the main temple tower known as Vimana is like a stepped pyramid that rises up 

geometrically rather than the curving shikhara of North India. 

 In the South Indian temples, the word Shikhara is used only for the crowning element at the top 

of the temple which is equivalent to the amalaka and kalasha of North Indian temples. 

 In the Dravida style temples, one will generally find sculptures of fierce dvarapalas or the door-

keepers guarding the temple. 

 It is common to find a large water reservoir, or a temple tank, enclosed within the complex. 

 Subsidiary shrines are either incorporated within the main temple tower or located as distinct, 

separate small shrines beside the main temple. 

 Unlike Nagara style, at some of the most sacred temples in South India, the main temple in 

which the garbhagriha is situated has, in fact, one of the smallest towers. 

 Shore temple (Mahabalipuram), Brihadesvara temple (Thanjavur), Meenakshi Temple (Madurai) 

are few which typifies this style. 

Vesara: 

 The Vesara style also called the Chalukyan type possessed the Dravidian vimana and the 

Nagara- type faceted walls. 

 At times, the Vesara style of temples is also found as an independent style, created through the 

selective mixing of the Nagara and Dravida orders. 

 In the southern part of the Deccan, i.e., in the region of Karnataka where some of the most 

experimental hybrid styles of vesara architecture are to be found. 

 In case of ornamentation of temple walls and pillars, Chalukyan temple shows indigenous 

quality. 

 The Chalukyan builders modified the Dravida towers by minimizing the height of each storey and 

arranging them in descending order of height from base to top with much ornamentation in 

each storey. 

 Instead of inclined storey here modification is seen in the vertical shape of the tower 

 There are three sub-divisions in the Vesara Style of Temple Architecture 

o Chalukyas Temple Architecture.g: Ravan Phadi cave, Aihole, Karnataka; Lad Khan 

Temple at Aihole, Karnataka; Durga Temple at Aihole, Karnataka; Temples at Pattadakal, 

Karnataka 

o Hoysalas Temple Architecture. Eg: Hoysaleswara temple; Temples at Belur, Halebid, and 

Somnathpur 

o Vijayanagar Temple Architecture. Eg: Hazara Rama Temple; Virupaksha Temple, Hampi; 

Shravanabelagola – Gomateshwara Temple 

Central Indian Temple architecture: 
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 Ancient temples of Uttar Pradesh, Madhya Pradesh and Rajasthan share many traits. The most 

visible is that they are made of sandstone. 

 Some of the oldest surviving structural temples from the Gupta Period are in Madhya Pradesh. 

 The crowning elements- amalak and kalash, are to be found on all nagara temples of this period. 

 These are relatively modest-looking shrines each having four pillars that support a small 

mandapa which looks like a simple square porch-like extension before an equally small room 

that served as the garbhagriha. 

 Famous temples in Central Indian Temple Architecture 

o Dahavatara Vishnu Temple, Deogarh, Uttar Pradesh 

o Khajuraho Temples 

o Chausath Yogini temple 

o Kandariya Mahadeva temple in Khajuraho 

o Lakshmana Temple 

Western Indian Temple Architecture: 

 The temples in the north-western parts of India including Gujarat and Rajasthan, and in western 

Madhya Pradesh are large in numbers. 

 The stone used to build the temples ranges in colour and type. 

 While sandstone is the commonest, a grey to black basalt can be seen in some of the 10th to 

12th century temple sculptures. 

 The most exuberant and famed is the manipulatable soft white marble which is also seen in 

some of the 10th-12th century Jain temples in Mount Abu and the 15th century temple at 

Ranakpur. 

 Among the most important art-historical sites in the region is Samlaji in Gujarat and The Sun 

temple at Modhera 

Eastern Indian Temple Architecture: 

 Eastern Indian Temples are in North Eastern Assam, Bengal, and regions of Odisha. 

 The temple architecture shows that terracotta was used as a major medium of construction. 

 Since many of the ancient temples were renovated, later on, it becomes really difficult to study 

the history of what survives in the sites. 

 There are three sub-divisions in Eastern Indian Temple-Architecture: 

o Assam Temple Architecture India. Eg: Kamakhya Temple 

o Bengal Temple Architecture. Eg: Siddheswara Mahadeva temple in Burdwan, W.B; 

Temples in Telkupi in Purulia district, W.B 

o Odisha – Kalinga Architecture. Eg: Jagannath Temple of Puri and Lingaraj Temple of 

Bhubaneswar portray Rekha Deula style while Vaital Deula of Bhubaneswar typifies 
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Khakhara Deula and the Sun Temple at Konark remains a prominent example of Pidha 

Deula. 

Hill Temple Architecture: 

 This is a unique form of architecture developed in the hills of Kashmir, Garhwal, Kumaon, 

Himachal among others. 

 Considering the proximity to Kashmir, it is not astonishing that the temple has a strong influence 

of Gandhara in the 5th Century A.D. 

 Hindu and Buddhist, both the traditions were intermingled and used to build temples in the hills. 

 Wooden buildings with pitched roofs were spread across the hills. 

 The main garbhagriha and shikhara were made in the rekha-prasad type, but the mandapa was 

still made up of wood. 

 Pagoda style temples were also made. 

 Jageshwar in Almora, Chambavat near Pithoragarh are a few examples. 

Buddhist Temple Architecture: 

 The pre-eminent Buddhist site is Bodhgaya. While the bodhi tree is of immense importance, the 

Mahabodhi Temple in Bodhgaya is an important reminder of the brick work of that time. 

 Many of the sculptures in the niches in the temple are dated to the 8th century Pala Period. 

 The design of the temple is unusual. It is, strictly speaking, neither dravida or nagara. It is narrow 

like a nagara temple, but it rises without curving, like a dravida one. 

 The monastic university of Nalanda is a mahavihara as it is a complex of several monasteries of 

various sizes. 

 The sculptural art of Nalanda, in stucco, stone and bronze, developed out of a heavy 

dependence on the Buddhist Gupta art of Sarnath. 

 Depictions of crowned Buddhas occur commonly only after the 10th century. 

 Later other major Buddhist monasteries developed in Odisha. Lalitagiri, Vajragiri and Ratnagiri 

are the most famous of them. 

 The port-town of Nagapattinam was also a major Buddhist centre right until the Chola Period. 

Jain Temple Architecture: 

 Jains were prolific temple builders like the Hindus, and their sacred shrines and pilgrimage spots 

are to be found across the length and breadth of India except in the hills. 

 The oldest Jain pilgrimage sites are to be found in Bihar. In the Deccan, some of the most 

architecturally important Jain sites can be found in Ellora and Aihole. 

 In central India, Deogarh, Khajuraho, Chanderi and Gwalior have some excellent examples of Jain 

temples. 

 Karnataka has a rich heritage of Jain shrines and at Shravanabelagola the famous statue of 

Gomateshwara. 
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 The Jain temples at Mount Abu were constructed by Vimal Shah. 

 The temple is famous for its unique patterns on every ceiling, and the graceful bracket figures 

along the domed ceilings. 

 The great Jain pilgrimage site in the Shatrunjay hills near Palitana in Kathiawar, Gujarat, is 

imposing with scores of temples clustered together. 

Conclusion: 

The temple architecture was mainly influenced by geographical, ethnic, racial, historical and 

linguistic diversities of Indian sub-continent. Every region and period produced its own distinct style 

of images with its regional variations in iconography.  The temple is covered with elaborate sculpture 

and ornament that form a fundamental part of its conception. 

Religion has such a deep imprint on Indian art, that often entire Indian art is dismissed 

as religious only; however, there is no dearth of secular art. Elaborate. (250 words) 
Reference: Indian art and culture by Nitin Singhania 
Why the question: 
The question is based on the Art and culture of the country and in what way it is secular and not just 
religious. 
Key Demand of the question: 
One has to discuss influence of religion on Indian art and substantiate that however it is not the only 
driving factor and Indian art is equally secular. 
Directive: 
Elaborate – Give a detailed account as to how and why it occurred, or what is the particular context. 
You must be defining key terms where ever appropriate, and substantiate with relevant associated 
facts. 
Structure of the answer: 
Introduction: 
Briefly present some key facts reporting the influence of religion over the Indian Art. 
Body: 
In the answer body move on to dismiss the fact that Indian culture is purely religious by presenting 
the facts related to Secular art. On its way to modern times, Indian art has had cultural influences 
(Indus valley and Hellenistic) as well as religious influences such as Hinduism, Buddhism, Jainism and 
Islam. Present examples to justify your answer such as – The rock cut architecture and art in India 
mainly focused on natural elements. 
The paintings in these sites like barabar caves, Bhimbetka commonly depicted scenes of human life 
alongside animals, and hunts with stone implements. 
During Indus valley civilization there were animal depictions, religious depictions like 
Pasupathi etc. 
Conclusion: 
Conclude with importance of Indian secular Art and how often it is misunderstood as only religious. 
Introduction: 

India, a land of farmers, artists, developers, sportsman, actors, and businessmen, is known to 

nurture quite a few religions itself. These religions influence the political tactics, but also tend to lay 

the foundation of some impeccable artworks since centuries. Be it music, sculptures, paintings or 

any other art, religion played a major cameo in each. The dominant religions in India are Hinduism, 

Buddhism, Islam, and Sikhism. Indian artists inspired from mythological tales of such religions carved 

out such dazzling pieces of paintings that have become a benchmark. 
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Body: 

Influence of religion on artwork: 

 Hinduism: 

 Hinduism is one of the oldest religions in this world, which is quite liberal from starting. And 

this is why so many tales of multiple deities are easily welcomed and believed in Hinduism. 

 But, nothing has inspired artists more than the mythological tales of Mahabharata and 

Ramayana. 

 There have been several artists across the India who have exhibited different instances 

from these religious mythologies. 

 The Mysore and Tanjore paintings that are known to hold the stature of Indian art for 

centuries were inspired from the religious epics. 

 The artists have crafted some engrossing and graceful piece of art depicting the actions or 

tales of Krishna for a long time now. 

 The legacy of Rajput and Madhubani paintings is the perfect example of how Lord Krishna 

and his stories inspired the artists. 

 Some other famous paintings style generated from religion are Kalighat paintings of Bengal 

(inspired from Goddess Kali); Phad paintings of Rajasthan; Rajput paintings of Amber and 

Jaipur. 

 Apart from paintings, murals were also quite famous art style in ancient time that can be 

seen on almost every temple in Southern India. 

 Buddhism: 

 Buddhist art was originated in India and was based on the life story of Prince Siddhartha 

Gautam or popularly known as Gautam Buddha in the 6th and 5th century BCE. 

 In the era when Buddhism was spreading, a lot of mural artists came up. Today, in the 

temples of Ajanta and Ellora, you can have a glimpse of what mural artists used to carve on 

the walls, roofs, and ceilings. 

 Buddhist art initially was made in anthropomorphic depictions of Gautam Buddha in 

Northern India. 

 Two main centres where the Buddhist art took its first step were Gandhara (now located in 

Pakistan) and the region of Mathura (northern India). 

 Artists in India always found the life and actions of Buddha as inspiring and hence has 

carved out some captivating Buddha paintings reflecting the same. 

 Rock sculptures of big sizes and paintings on the walls of tombs were quite famed during 

the dawn of Buddhism. 

 Islam: 

 This era, which is also known as the medieval times was the period of the spread of Islam. 

The flare-up of Islam introduced the essence of Persian art in India. 
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 Mughal Empire ensured a splendid blend of an Indo-Islamic form of art, which was first 

introduced in Delhi. 

 Artists in this time period made some exceptional paintings, sculptures, miniatures and 

ceramics. 

 Along with this, you can also find a pinch of Mughal paintings in Rajput paintings too. 

However, the secular art also had its place in the art history of India: 

 It can also be noted that non-religious or secular art forms were also getting importance. 

 For example, the seals, terracotta toys, granary from Harappan Civilisation and palaces, gardens 

from medieval India. 

 the prehistoric art forms are confined to secular paintings like that of Bhimbetka rock shelters. 

 Later, the animistic religious beliefs of Harappan Civilisation gets reflected in the terracotta 

figurines of mother goddess. 

 Similarly, the patronage provided by the rulers or the society also defines the type of art that 

gets developed. 

 The Ashokan edicts, whose form and content was largely non-religious, incorporated principles 

of social conduct. 

 During the Sultanate period emerged the Indo-Islamic form of architecture like tombs and 

mosques. 

 Likewise, Akbar’s period witnessed art and architecture of religious as well as secular forms 

(Fatehpur Sikri). 

 The Mughal paintings also highlight the same feature as it depicted non-religious themes in 

terms of royal portraits and natural beauty. 

 Another aspect of the development of art is those possessed by people in their homes or the art 

of common man. 

 It is important to note that most of the art and architectural artworks were made from wood 

and clay which have perished over the course of time. For eg. Kalighat paintings, Warli paintings 

etc. 

 Besides, several domestic items made of metals (like iron, bronze, silver and gold) were later 

melted down and reused from time to time. 

Conclusion: 

Thus, we can conclude that Indian art although was influenced by the religious forms, there was no 

dearth of secular paintings too. 

Bhakti and Sufi movements brought a new form of religious expression amongst 

Muslims and Hindus. Elaborate the statement highlighting, how they worked for 

communal harmony. (250 words ) 
Reference: Indian art and culture by Nitin Singhania 
Why the question: 
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The question is from the portions of GS paper I, Medieval history of India. 
Key Demand of the question: 
Explain in what way Bhakti and Sufi movements brought a new form of religious expression amongst 
Muslims and Hindus also establish how they worked towards communal harmony. 
Directive: 
Elaborate – Give a detailed account as to how and why it occurred, or what is the particular context. 
You must be defining key terms where ever appropriate, and substantiate with relevant associated 
facts. 
Structure of the answer: 
Introduction: 
Briefly introduce evolution of Bhakti and Sufi movement in India. 
Body: 
The Medieval period is considered as an age of great cultural synthesis in India. The Turks and 
Mughals introduced fresh ideas and helped in giving rise to new features in the areas of religion, 
philosophy and ideas. Result of the same was witnessed in the form of Bhakti and Sufi movements 
Explain in what way they created a new form of religious expression. 
Discuss with examples how they acted against communalism and worked for communal harmony. 
Conclusion: 
Conclude by reasserting their contributions to the religion system and communal harmony 
Introduction: 

The Bhakti and Sufi movements had brought the whole of the Indian Subcontinent under their sway. 

The Bhakti and Sufi saints lived and worked in the midst of the common people. They needed to 

reach out to common people in order to spread their socio-religious and philosophical messages. 

They did everything to establish brotherhood, love and friendship between the Hindus and Muslims. 

Body: 

Bhakti and Sufi movements – new form of religious expression: 

 Bhakti movement was a socio-religious movement that opposed religious bigotry and social 

rigidities. 

 It emphasised good character and pure thinking. 

 At a time when society had become stagnant, the Bhakti saints infused new life and strength. 

 They awakened a new sense of confidence and attempted to redefine social and religious values. 

 Saints like Kabir and Nanak stressed upon the reordering of society along egalitarian lines. Their 

call to social equality attracted many a downtrodden. 

 The importance of the Bhakti and Sufi saints lies in the new atmosphere created by them, which 

continued to affect the social, religious and political life of India even in later centuries. 

 The message of the Sufi movement was universal love and brotherhood of man. 

 Because of their belief in the concept of unity of being, Sufis were able to establish an 

ideological relationship with Hindu thought. 

 A notable contribution of the Sufis was their service to the poorer and downtrodden sections of 

society. 

 According to the Sufis, the highest form of devotion to God was the service of mankind. They 

treated Hindus and Muslims alike. 
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 The Sufi movement encouraged equality and brotherhood. It fact, The Islamic emphasis upon 

equality was respected far more by the Sufis than by the ulema. 

 The Bhakti and Sufi saints made valuable contributions to medieval Indian society in terms of 

laying a liberal foundation and promoting a tremendous growth of regional literature and local 

languages. 

Bhakti and Sufi movements worked for Communal Harmony: 

 They have strong elements of mysticism, giving no importance to rituals, aimed at an 

understanding of the divine by transcending anthropomorphic understandings. 

 People of all religions, in many countries, frequent their shrines, and this again is similar to the 

Bhakti saints, who have a vast following among people of different religions. 

 Bhakti and Sufi traditions gave respectability to many low castes, posing a challenge to the upper 

caste hegemony; this tradition had an inclusive approach towards Muslims as well. 

 The Bhakti and Sufi traditions opposed the rituals, hegemony of the elite of society. They 

adopted the languages more popular with the masses. Also, they talked of one God. 

Bhakti and Sufi traditions threatened communalism: 

 One region’s Bhakti movement has often tried to include the Bhakti movements of others under 

its own encompassing wings. When Tulsidas wrote the Ramcharitmanas, he chose the “Muslim” 

premakhyan form to do so. 

 They treated Hindus and Muslims alike. Amir Khusrau said “Though the Hindu is not like me in 

religion, he believes in the same things that I do”. 

 Sufis bridged the communal divide as is evidenced by the reverence the Subcontinent’s non-

Muslim population exhibited for Sufi saints. Sufism around the world and in the Subcontinent 

had the depth to connect beyond caste, creed and gender 

 The slogan of Bhaktism that ‘Allah and God are same’ brought Hindus and Muslims closer. Path 

of brotherhood became clear. 

 Bhakti tradition preached the principle of coexistence. As a result of their teachings much of the 

bitterness between the Hindus and Muslims was removed. The Hindus began to worship Muslim 

saints and the Muslims began to show respect for the Hindu Gods. 

Bhakti and Sufi movements united humanity: 

 Sant Kabir and Guru Nanak had preached a non-sectarian religion based on universal love. The 

Sufis believed in the concept of Wahdat-ul-Wajud (Unity of Being) which was promoted by Ibn-

i-Arabi. He opined that all beings are essentially one. Different religions were identical. 

 They awakened a new sense of confidence and attempted to redefine social and religious values. 

Saints like Kabir and Nanak stressed upon the reordering of society along egalitarian lines. Their 

call to social equality attracted many a downtrodden. 

 The importance of the Bhakti and Sufi saints lies in the new atmosphere created by them, which 

continued to affect the social, religious and political life of India even in later centuries. Akbar’s 

liberal ideas were a product of this atmosphere in which he was born and brought up. 
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 A notable contribution of the Sufis was their service to the poorer and downtrodden sections of 

society. Nizamuddin Auliya was famous for distributing gifts amongst the needy irrespective of 

religion or caste. 

 Sufi’s culture and ideology represents Islamic syncretic tradition that alone would resist the 

forces of Islamic fundamentalism and terrorism. 

 They rebelled against all forms of religious formalism, orthodoxy, falsehood and hypocrisy and 

endeavoured to create a new world order in which spiritual bliss was the only and the ultimate 

goal. 

 At a time when struggle for political power was the prevailing madness, the Sufi saints reminded 

men of their moral obligations. To a world torn by strife and conflict they tried to bring peace 

and harmony. 

 In the rural agricultural background of human life, Sufism became a vehicle of spiritual and 

cultural upliftment of people. 

 The roots of Indian Feminism can be traced to women in Bhakti, who challenged Brahminical 

patriarchy through their songs, poems and ways of life. 

 At a time where most spaces were restricted to women, they embraced Bhakti to define their 

own truths to reform society, polity, relationships and religions. 

 They broke all societal rules and stereotypes, and lived their lives as they pleased. 

Conclusion: 

The essence of the Sufi and Bhakti tradition are reminders that the spiritual-moral part of religion 

has been undermined in current times. The inclusive, humane-nature of these traditions needs to 

be upheld and the divisive-exclusionary versions of religions have to be ignored for humanity to 

progress. 

“India has always excelled in religious philosophies, but these philosophies not only 

always dealt with spiritual affairs, but also with social problems.” Taking into account 

the given statement, evaluate the contribution of Buddhism to contemporary society. 

(250 words) 
Reference: Medieval Indian history class XI NCERT 
Why the question: 
The question is premised n the fact that India has excelled in terms of religious philosophy and they 
did not always dealt with spiritual affairs. 
Key Demand of the question: 
The question aims to evaluate the contribution of Buddhism to contemporary society. 
Directive: 
Evaluate – When you are asked to evaluate, you have to pass a sound judgement about the truth of 
the given statement in the question or the topic based on evidences.  You have to appraise the worth 
of the statement in question. There is scope for forming a personal opinion here. 
Structure of the answer: 
Introduction: 
Explain shortly the context of the question. 
Body: 
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India is the motherland of several religions like Hinduism, Buddhism, Jainism and tolerant host of 
Islamism, Zoroastrianism, Christianity etc. These religious philosophies enriched the culture of India 
and contributed towards the socio- economic fabric of the nation. 
Buddhism originated in the Sixth Century AD by Gautam Buddha. It advocated the middle path 
philosophy for attaining moksha or nirvana. 
Discuss in detail the Contribution of Buddhism to contemporary society. 
Conclusion: 
Conclude with importance. 
Introduction: 

Buddhism was founded by Siddhartha Gautama (“the Buddha”) more than 2,500 years ago in India. 

With about 470 million followers, scholars consider Buddhism one of the major world religions. The 

religion has historically been most prominent in East and Southeast Asia, but its influence is growing 

in the West. Many Buddhist ideas and philosophies overlap with those of other faiths. 

Body: 

The primary cause for the rise of Jainism and Buddhism was the religious unrest in India in the 6th 

century B.C. The complex rituals and sacrifices advocated in the Later Vedic period were not 

acceptable to the common people. The sacrificial ceremonies were also found to be too expensive. 

However, it took the social route due to the following factors. 

The contribution of Buddhism to contemporary society: 

 National Unity: One of the biggest contribution of Buddhism to India in the political field was 

that it promoted a sense of national feelings amongst the Indians. It not only shattered the 

dominance of the caste system which stood in the way of the achievement of this unity but also 

gave a death blow to the dominance of Brahmans. As a result, the unnecessary rites and rituals 

as well as superstitions gave way to social and political understanding. 

 Destruction of Militant Spirit: Buddhism laid too much emphasis on the principle of Ahimsa, 

which greatly affected the character of the people. In course of time people developed a 

contempt for violence and neglected all military activities. This gave a serious setback to the 

military policy of the king and the policy of the territorial expansion was given up. Due to this 

policy of peace and non-violence the military spirit of the armies as well as people was greatly 

crushed and they could not offer any resistance to the foreign invaders and fell easy prey to 

them. 

 Popular Religion: Buddhism gave us a simple, intelligible and popular religion. Buddhism greatly 

appealed to the people on account of its simplicity; emotional element, easy ethical code, the 

use of vernacular language and the methods of teaching. It disordered the abstract philosophy 

of Upanishads. 

 Blow to the Caste System: Buddhist began as a revolt against the social and religious mal-

practices prevailing in the Hindu religion. It naturally condemned various social evils and gave a 

fatal blow to the dominance of caste system which was the most outstanding evil. Buddhism 

insisted on the equality of manhood and attracted followers from all the castes. As a result, the 

rigours of the caste system broke down. 

 Simplification of Religion: The greatest contribution of Buddhism was the establishment of a 

simple religion which could be easily understood and followed by the common people. In this 

religion, rites, rituals, yajnas and caste had no place. 
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 Improvement of Moral Standard: Buddhism attached great importance to the moral upliftment 

of man and directed the people to lead a moral life. It insisted on virtues like charity, purity, self-

sacrifice, truthfulness, control over passions, non-injury to living creatures in thought and action 

etc. 

 Monastic System: Another contribution of Buddhism was the monastic system. The Buddhist 

monks obeyed a common head and lived together under a common code of discipline. The head 

of a monastery was elected by the monks. Gradually this monastic system was adopted into 

Hinduism. 

 Art: The cave temples of Kanheri (Bombay), Karle (Poona) and Nasik are best specimens of 

Buddhist art. The Gandhara School of Art was also largely the outcome of the Buddhist 

patronage. The artists belonging to this school tried to interpret the Indian subject and religious 

conceptions through the Greco-Roman techniques. 

 Architecture: The contribution of the Buddhism to the domain of art, architecture and sculpture 

was also remarkable. No doubt, these arts flourished even before the rise of Buddhism but they 

were mainly used for the construction of Mandaps, Yajnashalas, altars etc. The stupas at Sanchi, 

Bharhut and Gaya, Jaina temples at Mount Abu in Rajasthan in the domain of architecture are 

wonderful pieces of architecture. Buddhism takes the credit for the chaityas and viharas in 

different parts of India. 

 Literature: Buddhism also made valuable contribution to the field of literature. A vast and varied 

nature of literature was produced in the popular language of the people. The Tripitakas and 

Jataka the most important literary works of the Buddhist, are held in high esteem and have been 

translated into various foreign languages. In addition to these works a number of Buddhist 

scholars produced other literary works. These included Amarkosh by Amar Singh, Sundaranand 

and Buddha Charit by Asva Ghosh etc. The last named author is also credited with two dramas 

entitled ‘Rashtrapala’ and ‘Sariputtra’. Another Buddhist scholar Nagarjuna wrote an important 

book on ‘Ayurveda’. The other important works produced by the Buddhist scholars were 

Malindpanho, Mahavastu and Dirghanikaya. 

 Philosophy: The concept of ahimsa was chief contribution. Later, it became one of the cherished 

values of our nation. 

 Political progress: Sabhas and samitis find its roots here. It had also promoted the spread of 

Indian culture to other parts of Asia. 

Conclusion: 

Buddhism arose to suit the needs of a changing society, patronized by an emerging class and left an 

indelible mark on India’s culture, architecture, philosophy and way of living. Some tenets of these 

religion have been adopted by Hinduism in their long course of association and have become an 

integrated part of the society. These religions also found their influence in neighboring countries and 

helped India expand its footprint in these regions; paving way for a cultural connects to this day. 
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Modern Indian history from about the middle of the eighteenth century until the 

present- significant events, personalities, issues. 

The legacy of ‘Lokamanya’ Bal Gangadhar Tilak is carried forward in the idea of 

Aatmanirbhar Bharat. Elucidate. (250 words) 
Reference: Hindustan Times  

Introduction: 

Bal Gangadhar Tilak was an Indian social reformer and freedom activist. He was one of the prime 

architects of modern India and probably the strongest advocates of Swaraj or Self-Rule for India. His 

famous declaration “Swaraj is my birthright, and I shall have it” served as an inspiration for future 

revolutionaries during India’s struggle for freedom. The British Government termed him as the 

“Father of Indian Unrest” and his followers bequeathed upon him the title of ‘Lokmanya’ meaning 

he who is revered by the people. 

Body: 

Tilak’s contribution towards India’s freedom struggle: 

 Ideology: 

 Tilak joined the Indian National Congress in 1890. He soon started vocalizing his strong 

opposition to the moderate views of the party on self-rule. 

 He maintained that simple constitutional agitation in itself was futile against the British. 

This subsequently made him stand against the prominent Congress leader, Gopal Krishna 

Gokhale. 

 He wanted an armed revolt to broom-away the British. Following the partition of Bengal by 

Lord Curzon, Tilak wholeheartedly supported the Swadeshi (Indigenous) movement and 

Boycott of British goods. 

 Due to this fundamental difference in outlook, Tilak and his supporters came to be known 

as the extremist wing of INC. 

 Tilak’s endeavours were supported by fellow nationalists Bipin Chandra Pal of Bengal 

and Lala Lajpat Rai of Punjab. 

 Protests and Imprisonment: 

 Under directives from Pune Commissioner W. C. Rand, the police and the army invaded 

private residences, violated personal sanctity of individuals, burned personal possessions 

and prevented individuals to move in and out of the city. 

 Tilak protested against the oppressive nature of the British efforts and wrote provocative 

articles on it in his newspapers on the epidemic of Plague in Pune and adjacent regions 

 His article inspired the Chapekar brothers and they carried out assassination of 

Commissioner Rand and Lt. Ayerst on June 22, 1897. As a result of this, Tilak was 

imprisoned for 18 months on Sedition charges for inciting murder. 

 During 1908-1914, Bal Gangadhar Tilak spent had to undergo six years of rigorous 

imprisonment in Mandalay Jail, Burma. 
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 He openly supported the revolutionaries Khudiram Bose and Prafulla Chaki’s efforts to 

assassinate Chief Presidency Magistrate in 1908. He continued to write during his years of 

imprisonment and the most prominent of which is Gita Rahasya. 

 Tilak and All India Home Rule League: 

 Tilak returned to India in 1915 when the political situation was fast changing under the 

shadow of the World War I. 

 He then returned to politics with a mellowed down outlook. Deciding to re-unite with his 

fellow nationalists, Tilak founded the All India Home Rule League in 1916 with Joseph 

Baptista, Annie Besant and Muhammad Ali Jinnah. 

 By April 1916, the league had 1400 members that increased to 32,000 by 1917. 

 He rejoined the INC but could not bring about reconciliation between the two opposite-

minded factions. 

 Newspapers: 

 Towards his nationalistic goals, Bal Gangadhar Tilak published two newspapers –

‘Mahratta’ (English) and ‘Kesari’ (Marathi). 

 Both the newspapers stressed on making the Indians aware of the glorious 

past and encouraged the masses to be self-reliant. The newspaper actively propagated the 

cause of national freedom. 

 Tilak fearlessly published reports about the havoc caused by famine and plague and the 

government’s utter irresponsibility and indifference about ‘Famine Relief fund’. 

 Social Reforms: 

 After completing his education, Tilak spurned the lucrative offers of government service and 

decided to devote himself to the larger cause of national awakening. 

 He was a great reformer and throughout his life he advocated the cause of women 

education and women empowerment. 

 Tilak proposed Grand celebrations on ‘Ganesh Chaturthi’ and ‘Shivaji Jayanti’. He envisioned 

these celebrations inciting a sense of unity and inspiring nationalist sentiment among 

Indians. 

Conclusion: 

Tilak had a long political career agitating for Indian autonomy from the British rule. Before 

Gandhi, he was the most widely known Indian political leader. Unlike his fellow Maharashtrian 

contemporary, Gokhale, Tilak was considered a radical Nationalist but a Social conservative. 

‘Shaheed-E-Azam’ Udham Singh, who avenged the Jallianwala Bagh massacre, was not 

only a martyr but also as a universalist radical who championed cosmopolitan ideals of 

religious and class solidarity. Evaluate. (250 words) 
Reference: The Wire  
Introduction: 
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Udham Singh was a political activist and an Indian revolutionary belonging to 

the Ghadar Party, best known for his assassination in London of Michael O’Dwyer, the former 

lieutenant governor of the Punjab in India, on 13 March 1940. He got associated with the Ghadar 

Party while in the USA. He is a well-known figure of the Indian independence movement. He is also 

referred to as “Shaheed-i-Azam” Sardar Udham Singh meaning “The Great Martyr”. 

Body: 

Contributions of Udham Singh: 

 To avenge the Jallianwala Bagh massacre of 1919, Singh – the “patient assassin” – plotted for 

over twenty years and on March 13, 1940, he shot dead the former Lieutenant Governor of the 

Punjab, Sir Michael O’Dwyer, at Caxton Hall. 

 Udham Singh’s political outlook was a long-term consequence of his engagement with the 

revolutionary politics of the Ghadar movement: a militant anti-colonial socialist organisation, 

operating predominantly from the Indian diaspora in the US. 

 In July 1939, the Metropolitan Police became aware that Singh had written to an Indian political 

organisation in London requesting an “Indian National Badge”. The missive was inscribed in Urdu 

with “Inquilab” (Revolution) and the name “Azad Singh”. 

 Singh’s reputation as a dissident was further polished in August 1939 when, during his stay in 

Bournemouth, the Hampshire Police Constabulary described him as having “strong Communistic 

views”. 

 Whilst notorious for his act of militancy, it is pertinent that Singh also participated in Indian 

community organising, including for a nascent trade union known as the Indian Workers 

Association. 

 It was Bhagat Singh whom Udham Singh most idealised – unsurprisingly so, given their extended 

friendship and imprisonment together during the 1920s. Indeed, much like his idol, Udham Singh 

was radically committed to the solidarity of the international working class. 

 The clearest expression of Singh’s anti-imperial principles may be found in his final declaration at 

trial at London’s Old Bailey, on June 5, 1940. 

 Singh’s prison notes also reveal his creative dynamism. His papers are littered with poetic Urdu 

refrains, bemoaning God for the hardships which had befallen India, and expressing shame at 

the oppression of the British. 

 In a stanza of a Gurmukhi poem dedicated to India’s martyrs, moreover, Singh wrote the names 

of various luminary freedom fighters, including Bhagat Singh, Batukeshwar Dutt, Bal Gangadhar 

Tilak and Lala Lajpat Rai. We may infer that Singh saw himself as belonging to this revolutionary 

fold. 

Conclusion: 

India has produced many such Bravehearts who have martyred themselves for the independence of 

the country. It is time that we recognize the contributions of many such unsung heroes and pay 

them their due respect as citizens of this Free and Independent India. 
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The economic policies followed by the British led to the rapid transformation of India’s 

economy into a colonial economy whose nature and structure were determined by the 

needs of the British economy. Discuss. (250 words) 
Reference: Modern Indian history by Bipin Chandra 
Why the question: 
The question is based on the features of colonial economy in India and its economic policies. 
Key Demand of the question: 
Describe the features of colonial economy in India and provide for a detailed analysis of the economic 
policies of the British in India. 
Directive: 
Discuss – This is an all-encompassing directive – you have to debate on paper by going through the 
details of the issues concerned by examining each one of them. You have to give reasons for both for 
and against arguments. 
Structure of the answer: 
Introduction: 
Start by describing the features of colonial economy in India. 
Body: 
Earlier India was known as sink of gold and silver. It was self-sufficient in agricultural and handicrafts 
products and had steady market of finished products abroad. However, with the coming of British 
rule, Indian economy was transformed into colonial economy that suited the interests of British, not 
the local population. India was transformed into supplier of raw materials, a market of British 
manufacturers, and a field of investment for foreign capital. 
Discuss the exploitation of British through its economic policies in three phases -Mercantile Phase 
(1757-1813), Free Trade Capitalist exploitation (1813-1858), and Imperialistic phase. 
Conclusion: 
Conclude with the negative effects of such policies on India and how it entirely lead to the freedom 
struggle. 
Introduction: 

With coming of British colonialism in India, the economic policies followed by British were more 

concerned about protection and promotion of the economic interests of their own country rather 

than development of Indian economy under British rule. The policies followed by the company rule 

brought about a fundamental change in the structure of the Indian economy, transforming India into 

a supplier of raw materials and a consumer of finished industrial products from Britain. 

Body: 

There were three broad stages of British Colonialism in India. The economic impact of British rule in 

India is also studied under these stages to assess the full meaning of British rule. 

 Mercantile development (1757-1813) 

 The East India Company began to use its political power to monopolize the trade in India. 

 It dictated the terms of trade in its dealings with the traders and merchants of Bengal. 

 The Company imposed inflated prices of goods leading to adventurous capitalism whereby 

the wealth was created by the political clout of the British traders. 

 The revenue collected from Bengal was used to finance exports to England. 

 Industrial phase (1813-1858) 
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 With development of British industries, India was exploited by its colonial masters as a 

market for British goods. 

 With coming of the act of 1813, only one-way trade was allowed by the British, as a result 

of which, the Indian markets was flooded with cheap, machine-made imports from newly 

industrialized Britain. 

 This led to loss of Indian market and foreign market for traders of the country. 

 Now, Indians were forced to export their raw materials to Britain and import the finished 

goods. 

 They imposed heavy imports duty on the Indian products exported to England in order to 

discourage them in the British market. 

 Financial phase (1860 onwards) 

 After the British consolidated their position in India they converted India into a market for 

British manufacturers while still being a supplier of foodstuffs and raw materials. 

 In the second half of the 19th century, modern machine based industry started coming up 

in India. 

 With the Introduction of Railways in 1853, and Post and Telegraph being introduced in year 

1853 as well. 

 There was a rush of foreign investment in India mainly lured by high profits and availability 

of cheap labour, raw materials. 

 The Banking System was introduced in form of Avadh Commercial Bank in year 1881. 

 Home grown Industries came into existence in form of Tata Iron and Steel in 1907. 

 Socially, this led to the rise of an industrial capitalist class and a working class became 

important feature of this phase. 

Effects of British Rule on economic conditions: 

 The British rule stunted the growth of Indian enterprise. 

 The economic policies of British checked and retarded capital formation in India. 

 The Drain of Wealth financed capital development in Britain. 

 Indian agricultural sector became stagnant and deteriorated even when a large section of Indian 

populace was dependent on agriculture for subsistence. 

 The British rule in India led the collapse of handicraft industries without making any significant 

contribution to development of any modern industrial base. 

 Some efforts by the colonial British regime in developing the Plantations, mines, jute mills, 

banking and shipping, mainly promoted a system of capitalist firms that were managed by 

foreigners. 

 These selfish motives led to further drain of resources from India. 

Conclusion: 
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Britain subordinated the Indian economy to its own economy and determined the basic social trends 

in India according to her own needs. The result was stagnation of India’s agriculture and industries, 

exploitation of its peasants and workers by the zamindars, landlords, princes, moneylenders, 

merchants, capitalists and the foreign government and its officials, and the spread of poverty, 

disease and semi-starvation. 

Discuss how the pre-congress political organisations evolved in 19th century. (250 

words) 
Reference: Bipin Chandra’s Struggle for Independence 
Why the question: 
The question is from the modern history; Indian freedom struggle portions of GS paper I. 
Key Demand of the question: 
Discuss in detail how the pre-congress political organisations evolved in 19th century. 
Directive: 
Discuss – This is an all-encompassing directive – you have to debate on paper by going through the 
details of the issues concerned by examining each one of them. You have to give reasons for both for 
and against arguments. 
Structure of the answer: 
Introduction: 
Briefly talk about the importance of the coming of pre-congress political organisations that evolved 
in 19th century. 
Body: 
Following are the important public associations, established before the Indian National Congress − 
The Landholders’ Society − founded in 1837, it was an association of the landlords of Bengal, Bihar, 
and Orissa. Its purpose was to promote the class interests of the landlords. 
The Bengal British Indian Society − founded in 1843, it was organized to protect and promote general 
public interests. 
In 1851, the Landholders’ Society and the Bengal British Indian Society merged to form the British 
India Association. 
The Madras Native Association and the Bombay Association were established in 1852. 
The Scientific Society founded by Sayyid Ahmad Khan, were established in different towns of the 
country. 
All the above-discussed associations were dominated by wealthy and aristocratic elements — called 
in those days’ prominent persons and were provincial or local in character. 
The members of public associations worked for reform of administration, association of Indians with 
the administration, and spread of education, and sent long petitions, putting forward Indian 
demands, to the British Parliament. 
Conclusion: 
Conclude with importance of these associations to the formation of congress at a later stage that 
played key role in the freedom struggle. 
Introduction: 

The Indian National Congress (INC) was formed in Dec 1885. However, there were many political 

organizations which were a pre-cursor to INC. The political organisations in the early half of the 

nineteenth century were dominated by wealthy and aristocratic elements, local or regional in 

character, and through long petitions to the British Parliament demanded Administrative reforms, 

Association of Indians with the administration, and Spread of education. 

Body: 
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Some of the prominent Political Associations which played very important role in arousing general 

will and laying down a path towards modern Nationalism. Most of them had the common objectives 

of their own wellbeing and were mostly localised in nature. The evolution of the same are as follows: 

 Landholders Society: 

 In July 1838, the “Zamindari Association”, also known as the “Landholders Society”, was 

established to safeguard the interests of the landlords. 

 Landholders’ Society was limited in its objectives i.e. covered demand of Landlords only. 

 The landholders Society used the methods of constitutional agitation for the redressal of 

grievances and marked the beginning of organised political activities. 

 Bengal British India Society: 

 In April 1843, another political association under the name of the Bengal British India 

Society was founded. 

 Its objective was “the collection and dissemination of information relating to the actual 

condition of the people of British India” 

 The British Indian Association of Calcutta (1851): 

 It was formed in 1851 by the merger of Bengal British India Society and the Landholders’ 

Society. 

 It was established to convey Indian grievances to the British Govt. 

 It suggested various reform in Company’s upcoming charter like Need for the establishment 

of a separate legislature, separation of judicial functions from executive functions, salaries 

of higher officers to be reduced, abolition of abkari, salt duty and stamp duties. 

 Some of the recommendations of the association were accepted when the Charter Act of 

1853 provided addition of six members to the governor general’s council for legislative 

purposes. 

 The Deccan Association (1852): 

 British India Association of Calcutta was confined only to Bengal but British India 

Association’s Secretary, Debendranath Thakur wanted to expand the association, as the aim 

of the British India Association was to make representations from every part of British India 

to the British Parliament. 

 In February 1852 as a further expansion of British India Association, the Deccan Association 

was established at Poona. 

 Deccan Association did not last long and could not fulfil its objective of sending any mission 

or petition for suggesting reforms to the upcoming Charter Act I.e. Charter Act of 1853. 

 The Madras Native Association (1852): 

 After the establishment of Deccan Association, Madras acted next by establishing, the 

Madras branch of the British Indian Association in February 1852. 
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 Within a few months, its name was changed to the Madras Native Association as it decided 

to act independently of the parent body. 

 The possibility of joint Indian petition to Parliament was wrecked by the split between 

Calcutta and Madras associations. 

 However, the Madras Native Association right from its inception possessed very little 

vitality, had hardly any hold upon the public mind and languished into obscurity after 1857. 

 The Bombay Association (1852): 

 On the lines of British India Association of Calcutta, on 26 August 1852, Bombay Association 

was founded with the object of ‘reminding from time to time the government authorities in 

India or in England for the removal of existing evils, and for the prevention of proposed 

measures which may be deemed injurious or for the introduction of enactment which may 

tend to promote the general interest of all connected with this country’. 

 The Bombay Association sent a petition to the British Parliament urging the formation of 

new legislative council to which Indians should also be represented. 

 It also condemned the policy of exclusion of Indians from all higher services, lavish 

expenditure on posts given to the Europeans. However, this Association didn’t survive for 

long. 

 East India Association: 

 In the year 1866, East India Association was founded by Dadabhai Naoroji in London. 

 East India association started its branches in Bombay, Kolkata and Madras in 1869. 

 The objective of East India Association was to discuss the problem and questions related to 

India and to influence the British leaders towards the development of India. 

 Later, Dadabhai Naoroji also opened its branch in various important Indian cities. 

 Poona Sarvajanik Sabha: 

 The Poona Sarvajanik Sabha was established in 1867 at Poona. 

 It has the objective of serving as a bridge between the Government and the people. 

 India League 

 It was established by Sisir Kumar Ghose in 1875. 

 The aim of India league was to instill the feeling of Nationalism amongst the people. 

 The Indian Association of Calcutta 

 Surendranath Banerjee and Anand Mohan Bose founded the Indian Association of Calcutta 

in 1876. 

 Founders of Indian Association of Calcutta were discontented with the pro-landlord and 

conservative policies of the British India Association that’s why they established this new 

Association. 
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 This association was aimed to unify Indian people on a common political programme and 

create a strong public opinion on political questions. 

 East India association also organized an all India agitation known as the Civil Service 

Agitation after its formation. 

 The Bombay Presidency Association 

 Pherozeshah Mehta, K.T. Telang, Badruddin Tyabji and others formed the Bombay 

Presidency Association in 1885. 

 The reactionary policies of Lytton and the Ilbert Bill controversy caused political commotion 

in Bombay and led to the formation of Bombay Presidency Association. 

 Madras Mahajan Sabha 

 In 1884 Madras Mahajan Sabha was established by Viraraghavachari, P. Ananda- charlu and 

B. Subramaniya Aiyer. 

 The Madras Mahajan Sabha was formed in May, 1884 to co-ordinate the activities of local 

association and to ‘provide a focus for the non-official intelligence spread up through the 

Presidency’. It was founded by M. V. Raghavachari, G. Subrahmanyam Aiyar, Anand Charlu 

and others. 

Shortcomings: 

 These early Associations had, though, important contribution in terms of arousing the political 

will and demands of the Indian public, but their area and activities, were limited. 

 They mainly questioned local issues and their members and leaders were also limited to one or 

adjoining provinces. 

 Despite good leaders like Dadabhai Naoroji, Surendranath Banerjee, Ananda Charlu and others 

there was a lack of national unity in case of political association later it was gained by the 

formation of Indian National Congress. 

Conclusion: 

Most of these political organizations finally merged and culminated into a pan India organization 

called the Indian National Congress. It was a result of many a regional consciousness uniting 

together under the context of commonality of interests. 

The Freedom Struggle – its various stages and important contributors 

/contributions from different parts of the country. 

Discuss the significance and impact of Quit India movement. How is it relevant in 

today’s times? Discuss. (250 words) 
Reference: Indian Express  
Why the question: 
The 77th anniversary of the August Kranti Din, which is considered as one of the important 
milestones in the history of freedom struggle of our country, was observed on yesterday. 
Key Demand of the question: 
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Question is from the static portions of GS paper I; modern history of India. One has to discuss the 
significance and impact of Quit India movement and its relevance as of today. 
Directive: 
Structure of the answer: 
Discuss – This is an all-encompassing directive – you have to debate on paper by going through the 
details of the issues concerned by examining each one of them. You have to give reasons for both for 
and against arguments 
Introduction: 
Discuss about the movement; The Indian National Congress launched the ‘Quit India Movement’ in 
August 1942, under the leadership of Mahatma Gandhi, at the Bombay session of Congress 
Committee. 
The aim of the movement was to force the British to withdraw from India. 
Body: 
Start by explaining the importance and significance of such a movement. Explain what happened 
during the Quit India Movement, what led to the movement. Importance of Quit India Movement – 
Significance/What it achieved? – Despite heavy-handed suppression by the government, the people 
were unfazed and continued their struggle. Even though the government said that independence 
could be granted only after the end of the war, the movement drove home the point that India could 
not be governed without the support of the Indians. The movement placed the demand for complete 
independence at the top agenda of the freedom movement. Public morale and anti-British sentiment 
were enhanced. 
Discuss its relevance as of today. 
Conclusion: 
Conclude with importance. 
Introduction: 

‘August Kranti’ or the Quit India movement was started by Mahatma Gandhi in 1942 but drew 

protests from the All-India Congress Committee demanding what Gandhi called was “An Orderly 

British Withdrawal” from India. Mahatma Gandhi’s clarion call of ‘Do or Die’ inspired thousands of 

party workers but also created frenzy among the British who rushed to imprison the entire Congress 

leadership. This forced the British to act immediately and soon all the senior INC leaders were 

imprisoned without trial within hours of Gandhi’s speech. 

Body: 

Unfolding of August Kranti: 

 Several national leaders like Mahatma Gandhi, Abdul Kalam Azad, Jawaharlal Nehru and Sardar 

Vallabhbhai Patel were arrested. 

 The Congress was declared an unlawful association, leaders were arrested and its offices all over 

the country were raided and their funds were frozen. 

 The first half of the movement was peaceful with demonstrations and processions. The peaceful 

protest was carried till Mahatma Gandhi’s release. 

 The second half of the movement was violent with raids and setting fire at post offices, 

government buildings and railway stations. Lord Linlithgow adopted the policy of violence. 

 The Viceroy’s Council of Muslims, Communist Party and Americans supported Britishers. 

Significance of Quit India movement: 
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 The movement was carried forward without the leadership of Mahatma Gandhi, or any other 

leader, all of whom were jailed on its commencement. 

 All sections of people participated in huge numbers. 

 Decentralized command was the prime significance of this movement. 

 The British began to seriously think about the issue of Indian independence after seeing the 

upsurge among the masses. 

 It changed the nature of political negotiations with British Empire in 1940s which ultimately 

paved the way of India’s independence. 

 The slogan of ‘Do or Die’ remains the most Krantikari slogan to this day. 

 It is also a symbol of political betrayal. Muslim League, Hindu Mahasabha, Rashtriya Swayam 

Sewak Sangh (RSS) and even the undivided Communist party opposed Gandhi as well as his call 

for complete civil disobedience. 

 Despite heavy-handed suppression by the government, the people were unfazed and continued 

their struggle. 

Impacts of QIM: 

 Though the movement initiated by Gandhi had no major impact in terms of attaining immediate 

independence, it did play a crucial role leading up to India’s eventual independence. 

 Firstly, the movement kept the Congress Party united through thick and thin and the movement 

established a fact in the minds of the British that to attain complete freedom the Indians were 

ready to dig deeper than they had expected. 

 The movement also conveyed to the British that India had the support of global leaders, as the 

then American President Franklin D. Roosevelt had urged the British administration to consider 

at least some of the demands put forth by the Indian leaders. 

 Another major impact the movement had on the independence was the destruction it had 

caused through various protests and violent activities. 

 Since the movement was responsible in the destruction of many edifices and facilities, the 

British had to reconstruct many facilities if they were to rule India for a longer period of time. 

 However, destruction and monetary loss incurred by Britain during the ‘Second World War’ 

made sure the British administration was left with insufficient funds to rebuild India. 

 Hence, the British understood that it was almost impossible for them to govern India in the long 

run. 

 Once the war came to an end in 1945, the only question that lingered on many British minds was 

how to exit India peacefully and gracefully. 

Drawbacks of the movement: 

 The Quit India Movement did not result in immediate attainment of freedom. 

 Several political groups active during the Indian Independence Movement were opposed to the 

Quit India Movement. 
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 Gandhi did not formulate any definite programme of action before he was arrested on 9th 

August. 

 The arrest of the leaders had left a powerful vacuum in communication between the leadership 

and the masses. 

 Use of violent methods by the volunteers and participants. 

 The movement was crushed in a relatively short period of time by the British. 

Relevance today: 

 In 1940s the highest and the lowest in the society were fighting for one single ideal. There is no 

national ideal today. 

 There are ideals of the sectoral society as per their power and position acquired over past 150 

years. The idea of India is sacrificed to sectoral and sectional interests. 

 Hence it should be taken care that the values of liberty and freedom should not override values 

sovereignty, integrity and unity of society and nation. 

 A sentiment of unity amongst all the sections of Indians is needed while conquering the 

challenges of 21st century India which mainly are problems of poverty, communalism and 

corruption that should quit India. 

Conclusion: 

Despite its failure, the Quit India movement is considered significant as it made the British 

Government realize that India was ungovernable in the long run. Post the Second World War, the 

question that was most prominent for the British was on how to exit India peacefully. Today we 

should perhaps give a new slogan for Quit India: Banish from India poverty, hunger, hatred and 

violence. True independence will be when we all work together to produce a sustainable and holistic 

India. 

“India’s independence was not just about the end of colonial British rule. It was also 

bringing down curtains on the dark age of about 1,000 years that began with the 

invasion of Mahmud Ghazni in 1001.” Analyse. (250 words) 
Reference: Indian Express  
Why the question: 
The article explains in what way an emotionally integrated India offers the best defence against both 
internal and external threats and challenges. 
Key Demand of the question: 
Explain in detail how India’s independence was not just about the end of colonial British rule. Analyse 
the statement in detail. 
Directive: 
Analyze – When asked to analyse, you have to examine methodically the structure or nature of the 
topic by separating it into component parts and present them as a whole in a summary. 
Structure of the answer: 
Introduction: 
Explain in what way India’s independence was not just about the end of colonial British rule. 
Body: 
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Briefly explain how Indian past was the period when India’s inherent weaknesses were exploited by a 
regular stream of invaders, traders and colonialists. The socio-cultural-economic landscape of our 
country was brutally battered and exploited, enfeebling the masses. 
Take hints from the article. Explain in what way during this long dark period, India lost its soul and 
inner strength. The people began to rediscover themselves as British colonial exploitation became 
evident. The freedom struggle brought the people together in the quest to shape their own destiny. It 
was rightly called the Indian National Movement as emotive nationhood gained currency. 
Conclusion: 
Conclude with significance of India’s past. 
Introduction: 

The month of August has special significance in the history of modern India. The freedom struggle 

came to fruition on August 15, 1947. The hard-fought independence was the liberation of our 

country from the dark age of centuries marked by lack of social cohesion and the glue of 

nationhood. 

Body: 

India’s past before the beginning of Indian National Movement against the British: 

 India’s independence was not just about the end of colonial British rule. It was also bringing 

down curtains on the dark age of about 1,000 years that began with the invasion of Mahmud 

Ghazni in 1001. 

 It was the period when India’s inherent weaknesses were exploited by a regular stream of 

invaders, traders and colonialists. 

 The socio-cultural-economic landscape of our country was brutally battered and exploited, 

enfeebling the masses. 

 The invaders had a free run coming in and looting at will. 

 The lack of a sense of belonging to each other and the missing unity of action and purpose 

among the myriad rulers of the day made the country a soft target. 

 Solo campaigns of brave resistance by the likes of Prithviraj Chauhan, Maharana Pratap, 

Chhatrapathi Shivaji, Rani Laxmibai of Jhansi, Veerapandya Kattabomman, Alluri Sitarama Raju 

were not adequate. 

 A divided nation suffered from disgrace and dismemberment. 

 Once rich, India was reduced to an ocean of poverty and backwardness. 

 During this long dark period, India lost its soul and inner strength. 

 Though territorially not integrated, the people had been in different kingdoms and provinces 

over the centuries, they were bound by shared cultural norms and values. Temples were key 

instruments of such cultural homogeneity. 

 The foreign invaders were bent on destroying this cultural fabric. Major temples were attacked, 

looted and destroyed, resulting in sacrilege. 

 For instance, Mahmud Ghazni attacked the famous Somnath temple umpteen times during 

1001-25. 

The visible changes during the Indian National Movement: 
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 The people began to rediscover themselves as British colonial exploitation became evident. 

 The freedom struggle brought the people together in the quest to shape their own destiny. 

 It was rightly called the Indian National Movement as emotive nationhood gained currency. 

 The follies of a long period of disunity were too stark to be ignored. 

 The Quit India movement was the most defining moment of our freedom struggle. 

 Gandhiji, the apostle of peace and non-violence who lent a moral and mass dimension to the 

freedom struggle, using such language had rattled the British who were already reeling under 

the crippling impacts of the World War-II. 

Integration of various movements and forces: 

 The freedom struggle was marked by different streams of thought and action. 

 To start with, moderates like Dadabhai Naoroji and Pherozeshah Mehta took to petitioning the 

British for incremental improvements. 

 Assertive nationalists like Lala Lajpat Rai, Bal Gangadhar Tilak and Bipin Chandra Pal believed in 

bold action. 

 Revolutionaries like Khudiram Bose, Chandrasekhar Azad, and Bhagat Singh took to armed 

resistance. 

 Netaji Subhash Chandra Bose revived the INA and sought Japanese help to evict the British from 

India. 

 It was, however, Mahatma Gandhi who emerged as the voice of the freedom struggle for over 

30 years. 

 Way forward: 

 The humiliating experiences of the last millennium should guide us. The first lesson is — united 

we stand, divided we fall. 

 An emotionally integrated India offers the best defence against both internal and external 

threats and challenges. 

 We need to knit an India based on the principles of democratic-righteous governance that 

upholds equality of all and equal opportunities for all. 

 We need to empower every Indian with the necessary tools to realise his or her fullest potential. 

 A strong sense of Indianness that supersedes all other identities and a deep commitment to 

national interest should guide our actions. 

 In the present global order, it is the economic power that enables a nation to have its say. We 

need to fully harness our economic potential. 

 For this, we need to scale new heights in scientific, technological, industrial and human resource 

development domains. 
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 The effective functioning of the legislatures, judiciary and the executive should be ensured by 

removing all the impediments. 

Conclusion: 

As we move closer to celebrate the 75 years of our independence, our motto should be — perform 

or perish. This applies to all individuals and institutions. Realise your strength, build on them and 

create a united, prosperous India 

Jawaharlal Nehru played a very important role in popularizing the vision of a socialist 

India both within the national movement and in the country at large. Illustrate with 

examples. (250 words) 
Reference: shodhganga.inflibnet.ac.in 
Why the question: 
Question is premised on how Jawaharlal Nehru played an important role in achieving socialist India. 
Key Demand of the question: 
Explain in detail the role played by Jawaharlal Nehru in popularizing the vision of a socialist India 
both within the national movement and in the country at large. 
Directive: 
Illustrate – A similar instruction to ‘explain’ whereby you are asked to show the workings of 
something, making use of definite examples and statistics if appropriate to add weight to your 
explanation. 
Structure of the answer: 
Introduction: 
Explain the concept of socialism in short. 
Body: 
Jawaharlal Nehru rejected the capitalist development and worked for fundamental transformation of 
Indian society in a socialist direction. For him, socialism meant greater equality of opportunity, social 
justice, and more equitable distribution of higher incomes, ending of acute social disparities 
generated by feudalism and capitalism and application of scientific approach to the problems of 
society. 
Explain how Nehru got inclined to the idea of socialism; discuss the methods and means by which he 
popularized the idea. 
Conclusion: 
Conclude with the importance of India adopting a socialist path of development under his leadership. 
Introduction: 

Jawaharlal Nehru (1889-1964), was the first and foremost Leader of the Indian National Congress, 

who proved himself instrumental in making India embark upon the path of socialism. It was due to 

his untiring efforts since late 20’s that socialism, Nehru and Congress – the three words, became 

inter-linked and dominated the political scene of India. His powerful oratory, art of presentation, 

non-violent approach and dashing personality put him at the apex among the socialists in India. The 

five principal pillars of Nehru’s legacy to India — Nation-building, Democratic institution-building, 

Secularism, Democratic Socialist economics, and a Novel foreign policy (Non-alignment, Panchsheel) 

still form the cardinal values of India. 

Body: 

Nehru’s Socialism: 

 First of all, Nehru did not belong to any distinct school of socialist thought. His ideas were fusion 

of several schools of thought of Western and Eastern traditions. 
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 Secondly, he wanted to introduce socialism in accordance with the traditions and necessities of 

India 

 Socialism for Nehru was not just an economic theory that he adopted because of compelling 

circumstances, but a vital principle governing his whole thought and action. 

 His Socialism had three dimensions. It was founded on: 

o Western liberal influence. 

o Marxism philosophy 

o Gandhi an ethics. 

 Nehru was not a pioneer in the socialist field in India. 

 Nehru attended lectures of progressive intellectuals like Bernard Shaw, Bertrand Russell and J.M. 

Keynes. As a result, he was drawn towards Fabien socialistic concept and became interested in 

the political movements of the day. 

 Nehru developed a deep faith in the ultimate success of socialism as the panacea of human ills. 

 He saw no way of ending the poverty, the chronic unemployment, the degradation and the 

subjection of the people except through socialism. 

 He was in socialism, not only a solution to the economic ills which India was subject to be 

deliverance for the entire human race 

 Nehru devised an enlightened brand of socialism, an original one and yet very convincing. 

 He emphasized that it is possible for socialism to co-exist with individual freedom. Moreover, his 

socialism stood for levelling up and not levelling down. 

 He would rather prefer inequality without poverty to equality with property. 

 Nehru’s whole approach to socialism was pragmatic. He did not see why he should be asked to 

define socialism in precise, rigid terms. 

 socialism that Nehru expounded was neither orthodox nor Marxist. It had in it an admixture of 

Gandhian, rational and liberal values but in it has an overwhelming regard for economic freedom 

and uplift of the masses. 

Nehru’s socialism in post-independent India: 

 Nehru adopted same policy of non-inclusion of the word socialism in the resolution on the 

objectives of the Constitution, which he himself drafted. 

 But, he provided for its content by pleading to frame a constitution which would guarantee and 

secure to the people of India, social, economic as well as political justice and equality of 

opportunity as well as of status before the law. 

 The directive principles also enjoin the state to ensure that the operation of the economic 

system does not result in the concentration of wealth and means of production to the common 

detriment. 
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 These general principles enshrined in the constitution have formed the guidelines of Indian 

Planning 

 Nehru realized that the ultimate solution of the agrarian problem lay in the abolition of 

landlordism, feudal socio-economic structure and intermediaries. This was the basic element in 

Nehru’s thought. 

 Socialist programmes were to be achieved through planning. Socialism was based on planning 

for the benefit of the common man, raising his standards greatly, giving him opportunities of 

growth, and releasing an enormous amount of latent talent and capacity. 

 Nehru’s idea of planning had the support of intellectuals. It reflected some of the ideas of 

industrialists who favoured large-scale industrialization. 

 His objectives were a planned development creating economic   equality, 

equal   opportunities   and   an adequate minimum standard of life. 

 Nehru’s admiration for Russia lay in the fact that its leaders boldly adopted scientific planning as 

the key to progress and prosperity. 

 At the Karachi session of the Congress in 1931 resolution on fundamental rights which was 

drafted by Nehru stated that basic and key industries such as railways, mineral resources, 

shipping and other measures of public transport should be controlled by the State. 

 Nehru was convinced that the economic backwardness and poverty of the Indians was not only 

due to alien rule, but also due its outdated socio-economic structure. The only solution he could 

think of was to increase production by applying technology and scientific methods to   Indian 

agriculture and by adopting industrialization on a sufficient scale. 

 Nehru was aware that industrialization and agricultural development 

envisaged   by   him   needed   careful   economic planning. To Nehru planning was not an end 

itself but a means to achieve the well-being and development of the people as a whole, 

providing equal opportunity to all. It was essentially an integrated approach to development. 

Planning was essentially linked with industrialization and self-reliance of the country 

 Nehru, however, also conceded a place for village industry, because of scarcity of capital and 

unemployment especially rural employment. He believed that planning would benefit the 

common man providing great opportunities of development and a higher standard of living. 

Criticisms: 

Nehru’s socialism has been condemned as “compromise” and “confusion”. To yet others, because of 

this type of socialism, Nehru was “out of place everywhere, at home nowhere.” On the other hand, 

Nehru has been applauded as “the harbinger of the socialist trend in Indian national movement,” 

and “the white hope of world socialism”. 

Conclusion: 

In a sense, Nehru’s socialism became a compromise between Marxism and Gandhi’s, between 

Leninism and liberalism, between proletarian socialism and nationalistic bourgeois, between highly 

advanced industrialism and rural cottage industrialism, between violent revolution and non-violent 

revolution. As Nehru’s socialism has been condemned and applauded alike, it is essential to judge his 
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concepts on Marxism and communists, socialism and socialists, Gandhi’s and Gandhian, and finally 

Indian National Congress-ideology and its followers. 

Post-independence consolidation and reorganization within the country. 

What is the Radcliffe Line? Discuss the main motive with which it was drawn and 

explain its final outcome. (250 words) 
Reference: Indian Express  ,Times Now News  
Why the question: 
On 17 August 1947, the borderline that separated India from Pakistan, known as the Radcliffe Line 
was revealed. Thus the question. 
Key Demand of the question: 
Explain in detail the formation of Radcliff line, its main objective and its final outcome in detail. 
Directive: 
Discuss – This is an all-encompassing directive – you have to debate on paper by going through the 
details of the issues concerned by examining each one of them. You have to give reasons for both for 
and against arguments. 
Structure of the answer: 
Introduction: 
Define the context of the question in brief. 
Body: 
The Radcliffe line is spread through the Rann of Kutch in Gujarat till international border in Jammu in 
Jammu & Kashmir, dividing India and Pakistan into two different countries. Radcliffe divided India 
into three halves: West Pakistan, East Pakistan and India. On this day, the line demarcating India 
from the newly formed Pakistan after partition was published. 
It was named after the chairman of the Border Commissions, Sir Cyril Radcliffe. He was a lawyer from 
England who had no previous knowledge or experience with cartography. 
This border line is today the international boundary between India and Pakistan on the western side 
and between India and Bangladesh on the eastern side. 
Discuss its objective and outcome in detail. 
Conclusion: 
Conclude that dividing the two countries was a very tough job because the division was done on the 
basis of religious majority and a fair decision had to made while drawing a boundary between the 
two countries. 
Introduction: 

Radcliffe line is a British-government approved (17th August 1947) borderline that separated India 

from newly created Pakistan. It divided India into East Pakistan (now Bangladesh), West Pakistan, 

and India. Entire Sindh, parts of Punjab and Bengal were given to Pakistan with Radcliffe Line 

marking the division. It spread through the Rann of Kutch in Gujarat till international border in 

Jammu in Jammu & Kashmir, dividing India and Pakistan into two different countries. 

The task of demarcating the boundary between India and Pakistan was given to a British lawyer, Sir 

Cyril Radcliffe, who had in fact never been to India, or anywhere else in Asia, and was not familiar 

with the demographics of India. At the time, this was seen as a positive, because the assumption was 

that Radcliffe would be an impartial figure. 

Body: 
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The basic principle underlying the border, and the decision to partition India itself, was the two 

nation theory, the main proponent of which was the All-India Muslim League, a movement that 

represented the Muslims of British India. 

 

Main motive: 

 The main motive of giving Radcliffe a target to work on the borderline was that both the parties 

were keen in getting a finalised boundary line by 15th August 1947 but due to political reasons. 

 The Radcliffe line was officially revealed on 17th August 1947, two days after the Independence. 

 Apart from the Radcliffe line, there are a few other boundaries that divide India from Pakistan. 

 Dividing the two countries was a very tough job because the division was done on the basis of 

religious majority and a fair decision had to made while drawing a boundary between the two 

countries. 

Final outcomes: 

 Not a cartographical expert, Radcliffe’s final map was declared on 17 August 1947 with 

devastating results. 

 Millions of people were rendered refugees within their own country and a million died while 

fleeing from either side to the country of their choice. 

 Hapless citizens suffered huge losses of life and property. 

 The partition of the country saw more than a million deaths and about 12 million people were 

displaced. 

 He had zero ideas about cartography and division of land, diaspora etc., ended up drawing the 

Radcliffe Line – the borderline between India & Pakistan. He cut through these provinces of 

Bengal and Punjab to give portions to both countries. 
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 Pakistan arbitrarily grabbed Balochistan (90% Muslims), against the wishes of the Baloch people 

and their leaders. However, the provinces of Punjab and Bengal only had a marginal majority of 

Muslims. 

 Punjab had 55.7% of Muslims and Bengal had 54.4% Muslims and Jinnah wanted these provinces 

to go to Pakistan in their entirety. 

 The Congress fought back citing that the Hindu and Sikh populations in these regions should get 

a section of their own in the state’s bifurcation. 

 Today, there are few ethno-religious conflicts among the population living on both sides of the 

Radcliffe Line (the Kashmir dispute being of an alternative origin). 

Conclusion: 

Ultimately, there was no easy way to partition India. Any line would have been somewhat arbitrary 

and caused difficulties for the people living in Bengal and Punjab. If anything, a delay could have 

made things much worse, due to escalating violence. Despite the great violence of the partition, it 

could have been much worse. A clear and simple line was what was needed in August 1947 should 

have been more well thought out and should have done in an amicable manner. 

History of the world will include events from 18th century such as industrial 

revolution, world wars, redrawal of national boundaries, colonization, 

decolonization. 

The American Revolution inspired the French revolution and yet it was markedly 

different from it. Elaborate. (250 words) 
Reference: World History by Norman Lowe 
Why the question: 
The question is from static portions of GS paper I , part world history. 
Key Demand of the question: 
Discuss in what way American Revolution inspired French revolution and yet it was remarkably 
different. 
Directive: 
Elaborate – Give a detailed account as to how and why it occurred, or what is the particular context. 
You must be defining key terms where ever appropriate, and substantiate with relevant associated 
facts. 
Structure of the answer: 
Introduction: 
In brief talk about some details of both the revolutions, present some timeline. 
Body: 
The American Revolution principally introduced new political possibilities driven by the 
Enlightenment idea of republicanism, resurgent from Roman times to those living in France. The 
American Revolution was merely political not social like French revolution. French soldiers and sailors 
who came to the aid of American patriots in fighting their common enemy, the British, returned to 
France with some new concepts to work out, most notably “republicanism.” With its philosophical 
ideas of the natural rights of individuals and the division of powers, the American Revolution inspired 
the French Revolution. 
Present differences and similarities of the two revolutions. Explain how one contributed to the other 
though the other stood out to be remarkably different. 
Conclusion: 
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Conclude with significance of the two. 
Introduction: 

The French Revolution was a complex conflict with numerous triggers and causes and the American 

Revolution set the stage for an effective uprising that the French had observed first-hand. When 

American colonists won independence from Great Britain in the Revolutionary War, the French, who 

participated in the war themselves, were both close allies and key participants. Several years after 

the revolt in America, French reformists faced political, social and economic hardships that mirrored 

the colonists’ struggles. 

Body: 

There were similar causes for both revolutions. 

Although the French and American people had several distinct and differing motives for revolting 

against their ruling governments, some similar causes led to both revolutions, including the 

following: 

 Economic struggles: Both the Americans and French dealt with a taxation system they found 

discriminating and unfair. Additionally, France’s involvement in the American Revolution, along 

with extravagant spending practices by King Louis XVI and his wife Marie Antoinette, left the 

country on the verge of bankruptcy. 

 Monarchy: Although the colonists had lived in a constitutional monarchy with a parliamentary 

system, they revolted against the royal powers of King George III just like the French rose up 

against Louis XVI. 

 Unequal rights: Like the American colonists, the French felt that specific rights were only 

granted to certain segments of society, namely the elite and aristocrats. 

Influence of American revolution on French revolution: 

 Many experts believe that the same ideologies that sparked the American Revolution had long 

percolated through French culture. 

 One key ideological movement, known as Enlightenment, was central to the American uprising. 

Enlightenment stressed the idea of natural rights and equality for all citizens. 

 The Americans’ victory over the British may have been the single greatest impact on the French 

Revolution. 

 The French people saw that a revolt could be successful – even against a major military power – 

and lasting change was possible. Many experts argue that this gave them the motivation to 

rebel. 

 The newly-formed government of the United States also became a model for French reformers. 

 Ideas that were once just abstract thoughts – such as popular sovereignty, natural rights, 

constitutional checks and balances and separation of powers – were now part of an actual 

political system that worked. 

 The French who had direct contact with the Americans were able to successfully implement 

Enlightenment ideas into a new political system. 
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 The National Assembly in France even used the American Declaration of Independence as a 

model when drafting the Declaration of the Rights of Man and the Citizen in 1789. 

 Much like the American document, the French declaration included Enlightenment philosophies, 

such as equal rights and popular sovereignty. 

The extent of American influence on French revolution is also debated: 

 Though most historians agree that the American Revolution impacted the French Revolution, 

which lasted from 1789-1799, some scholars debate the significance and extent of this effect. 

 France, a country on the verge of financial collapse with an outdated feudal system and a wildly 

unpopular monarchy, was a powder keg waiting to explode, with or without the American war 

to serve as an example. 

 Other political, social and religious factors also activated the French people’s appetite for 

change. 

Conclusion: 

Though there were clear differences between the motives for each revolt and how the two wars 

were fought, most experts believe that the war in America at least partly paved the way for France’s 

uprising. The Americans provided a working model of revolutionary success that wasn’t lost on the 

French. 
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Salient features of Indian Society, Diversity of India. 

Is the caste-based discrimination in India different from the racial discrimination of the 

West? Assess. (250 words) 
Reference: Indian Society class XI NCERT 
Why the question: 
The question is from the static portions of GS paper I, Subject society. 
Key Demand of the question: 
One has to assess the difference between the racial discrimination of the West and the caste-based 
discrimination prevalent in our country. 
Directive: 
Assess – When asked to assess, you have to examine methodically the structure or nature of the 
topic by separating it into component parts and present them as a whole in a summary. 
Structure of the answer: 
Introduction: 
Start by defining what you understand by caste discrimination and racial discrimination. 
Body: 
In the answer body elaborate on the factors behind the rise of such discrimination. Present the 
context of Indian caste discrimination; explain that India’s caste system is the world’s one of the 
longest surviving vertical social hierarchies. It encompasses a complex ordering of social groups on 
the basis of descent. Then move on to compare and contrast both forms of discrimination, to 
understand whether both are similar or different. 
Present in detail the case of Indian caste- based discrimination. 
Conclusion: 
Conclude with what needs to be done to address the two issues 
Introduction: 

India’s caste system is the world’s one of the longest surviving vertical social hierarchies. It 

encompasses a complex ordering of social groups on the basis of descent. The groups at the bottom 

like untouchables or Dalits are considered ‘lesser human beings’, ‘impure’ and ‘polluting’ to other 

caste groups, it involves massive violations of civil, political, economic, social and cultural rights. 

Racial discrimination occurs when a person is treated less favourably, or not given the same 

opportunities, as others in a similar situation, because of their race, the country where they were 

born, their ethnic origin or their skin colour. 

Body: 

The Caste Discrimination of India varies from racial discrimination: 

 Caste is associated primarily with cultures of the Indian sub-continent. According to those who 

practise and promote it, Caste is determined by birth and cannot be changed. 

 Racism is irrational discrimination of people belonging to a particular race or ethnicity, which is 

based on certain so-called stereotypical features of every race. Racism affects life, education, 

business and personal relationships. 

 Various data shows one-fourth of Afro-American population is at the poverty line, which is much 

higher than other groups. 

 In India, the condition of Dalits has been extremely pathetic for centuries. They are mostly 

landless communities and forced to live in small hamlets out of the village. 
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 Mob violence is committed against Dalits on the name of animal slaughtering and a 

disproportionate number of rapes are committed against Dalit women. 

 In comparison, post-Civil War white mob violence against blacks has morphed into state-

condoned violence of homicides of African Americans by police. 

 Racial inequality in America has its parallel in caste inequality in India even though by definition, 

race and caste are not the same thing. 

 According to the United Nations, Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial 

Discrimination (CERD), “the term “racial discrimination” shall mean any distinction, exclusion, 

restriction or preference based on race, colour, descent, or national or ethnic origin. 

 Caste discrimination is recognised by the United Nations as a contemporary form of racial 

discrimination. 

Conclusion: 

People affected by descent-based discrimination face significant challenges with respect to their 

enjoyment of human rights. These challenges arise from a variety of legal, social, and structural 

barriers and constructs, both historic and contemporary in nature. To address descent-based 

discrimination we must tackle the broader social norms, perceptions, attitudes and beliefs that 

perpetuate and reinforce prejudices and stereotypes of hierarchy, and accompanying forms of 

domination and exclusion that are endemic to caste and other systems of inherited status. 

Why is suicide the second leading cause for deaths in Indian youth? How is India 

tackling this issue? What further strategies are needed to stem suicides? Explain.  (250 

words) 
Reference: Outlook India  
Why the question: 
The question is amidst the rising incidences of suicide cases being witnessed in the country. 
Key Demand of the question: 
Discuss why suicides have become one of the leading causes of deaths in the country also suggest 
what needs to be done to resolve the alarming issue or to contain it. 
Directive: 
Explain – Clarify the topic by giving a detailed account as to how and why it occurred, or what is the 
particular context. You must be defining key terms where ever appropriate, and substantiate with 
relevant associated facts. 
Structure of the answer: 
Introduction: 
Suicides in India have become increasingly prevalent especially in the younger age groups. India has 
the highest suicide rate in the world among the youth standing at 35.5 per 100,000 people. 
Body: 
Start by explaining what are the reasons for such trends such as – family issues, unemployment, lack 
of access to education, lack of equity, mental health, failures in relationships, substance abuse etc. 
Suggest what measures can be taken? – Mental health professionals, doctors and counselors can be 
reached out to manage suicidal tendencies. The proactive steps taken by several such professionals in 
the capacity of leaders has helped and has the potential to help save thousands of lives. There are 
several organizations, crisis centers and suicide prevention helplines that are offering a great support 
to the emotionally distressed and those individuals who feel suicidal.  Some of the helplines that may 
be approached are the Samaritans Mumbai. The National Mental Health Policy identifies a range of 
vulnerable groups for protection and seeks to decriminalize suicide. 
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Conclusion: 
Conclude with suitable balanced opinion. 
Introduction: 

Sociologist Emile Durkheim had famously hypothesised that ‘suicides are a result of not just 

psychological or emotional factors but social factors as well’.  Every 40 seconds, someone 

somewhere in the world takes his or her own life. 

A few cases have been reported around the world where people out of fear of getting COVID-19 

infection, social stigma, isolation, depression, anxiety, emotional imbalance, economic shutdown, 

lack and/or improper knowledge, financial and future insecurities took their lives. With recent 

suicide reports we can anticipate the rippling effect of this virus on worldwide suicide events. 

However, the basic psychology and inability of the person and the mass society to deal with the 

situation are the major factors behind these COVID-19 suicides pandemic. 

Body: 

Suicide Rates have risen exponentially in India as the economy continues to flutter due to Covid. 

Data released by the police this week revealed that 466 persons, both men and women, died due to 

suicide in Himachal Pradesh in the last six months, particularly February and July, 2020. 

Reasons behind increasing suicides during pandemic: 

 Social Isolation/distancing: 

 It induces a lot of anxiety in many citizens of different country. 

 However, the most vulnerable are those with existing mental health issues like 

depression and older adults living in loneliness and isolation. 

 Such people are self-judgemental, have extreme suicidal thoughts. 

 Imposed isolation and quarantine disrupts normal social lives and created psychological 

fear and feeling like trapped, for an indefinite period of time. 

 Government recommendations to work from home, and travel less advisories restricted 

our social life. 

 Worldwide lockdown creating economic recession: 

 The looming economic crisis may create panic, mass unemployment, poverty and 

homelessness will possibly surge the suicide risk or drive an increase in the attempt to 

suicide rates in such patients. 

 Stress, anxiety and pressure in medical healthcare professionals: 

 These are at immense and at the peak. 50% of the medical staff in the British hospitals 

are sick, and at home, leaving high pressure on the remaining staff to deal with the 

situation. In King’s College Hospital, London, a young nurse took her own life while 

treating COVID-19 patients 

 Social boycott and discrimination: 

 This also added few cases to the list of COVID-19 suicides. For instance, the first COVID-

19 suicide case in Bangladesh, where a 36-year-old man committed suicide due to social 
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avoidance by the neighbours and his moral conscience to ensure not to pass on the virus 

to his community 

Immediate measures needed:  

 

 Emotional distress people need to first set the limit of COVID-19 related news consumption from 

local, national, international, social and digital platform and the sources must be authentic like 

CDC and WHO. 

 One needs to maintain connectedness and solidarity despite the physical distance. 

 Individuals with the previous history of suicidal thoughts, panic and stress disorder, low self-

esteem and low self-worth, are easily susceptible to catastrophic thinking like suicide in such 

viral pandemic. 

 Indirect clues need to be noticed with great care, where people often say ‘I’m tired of life’, ‘no 

one loves me’, ‘leave me alone’ and so on. 

 On suspecting such behaviour in person, we can pull together the people struggling with suicidal 

ideation to make them feel loved and protective. 

 Socio-psychology needs and interventions for mental rehabilitation should be designed. 

 Tele-counselling along with, 24×7 crisis response service for emotional, mental and behavioural 

support need to be implemented. 

 Psychological support and care should be given to the individual. The state can seek assistance 

from NGOs as well as religious missionaries for this purpose. 
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 Strengthening the existing National Mental Health Programme and the district mental health 

programme, along with focus on training resources and streamlining of funds are some other 

recommendations for fighting depression and suicide. 

 long-term solutions like helping unemployed people find meaningful work or training the armies 

of contact tracers who will be sent out into communities to identify people at risk of a mental 

health crisis. 

Conclusion: 

Suicide is preventable. people who are contemplating suicide frequently give warning signs of their 

distress. We can spend time indoor with our families, connect to friends on social media, and engage 

in mindfulness activities, till we all win this battle. 

Caste system and democracy are not mutually compatible in-principle; however, Indian 

politics has not only integrated these two, but made caste dissolution impossible. 

Elaborate. (250 words) 
Reference: The wire  
Why the question: 
The article explains how Caste continues to be a consistent measurement of whom upper-caste MPs 
choose to interact and connect with online. 
Key Demand of the question: 
Explain in detail the system of Caste politics in India; discuss why caste dissolution is impossible in the 
country. 
Directive: 
Elaborate – Give a detailed account as to how and why it occurred, or what is the particular context. 
You must be defining key terms where ever appropriate, and substantiate with relevant associated 
facts. 
Structure of the answer: 
Introduction: 
Start by suggesting the fact that ideologically, caste and democracy differ from each other and 
cannot co-exist, because caste advocates fragmentation of society, whereas democracy stands for 
the unification of society. 
Body: 
Explain the following factors- 
Caste is leased on inequality by birth. Democracy is based on principles of equality. 
Caste advocates social exclusion and democracy advocates social inclusion. Caste provides wealth, 
power and status to specific groups but democracy provides equal chance to all categories 
irrespective of bias. 
However, the peculiarity is that both caste system and democracy co-exist in Indian society. 
It happens, because the way Indian system has evolved, caste influences politics and political system 
influences caste. 
Explain the influence of political system on caste and vice-versa. 
Conclusion: 
Conclude that Millions of Indians are getting (undue) respect, benefits and positions due to their 
castes. We pretend ourselves to be the victim of our caste when it hurts us, we shamelessly display 
our castes when it benefits us. Further, the system of affirmative action has institutionalized caste 
into legal and governance system of the country. 
Introduction: 

Caste-based vote-bank politics, rather than economic issues and social policy have determined 

India’s electoral choices. Caste is a social phenomenon of Indian society. By participating in the 
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modern political system, caste is now exposed to divisive influences and a new form of integration 

resulting from a new scheme of universalist-particularist relationships. Caste has gained an 

influential position in India politics. 

Body: 

Many claimed that the 2014 results showed that voters were now driven by an agenda of broad-

based and inclusive development rather than caste and religion. A new study by Abhijit Banerjee, 

Amory Gethin, and Thomas Piketty, published by the Economic and Political Weekly, debunks 

these claims and shows how identity and religious-ethnic conflicts, rather than economic issues 

and social policy, determine India’s electoral choices. 

Caste system, being a vital inherent feature of Indian society provides a fertile and a strong 

foundation for pressure group activities influencing the polity of India: 

 Deepens Democracy: They provide vital link between the government and the governed. 

 Political empowerment: Increasing caste based representation, participatory assertion and 

subsequent political steps taken. Ex: Marwari Association in Rajasthan. 

 Influence policy decision: Pre-independence PG’s highlighted social issues which led to 

constitutional provision of securing equality and justice for downtrodden. Towards this pursuit, 

state came out with affirmative measures like reservation in education and employment. 

 Achieve constitutional ideals: of equality, justice and dignity. Voice is given to the marginalised 

sections as they cannot be ignored in the first-past-the-post electoral system. 

 Legislative measures for empowerment of the lower castes: Article 17 for the abolition of 

untouchability, several fundamental rights and DPSPs like Article 15, Article 46, Article 335 for 

claims to services and posts etc. 

 Creation of caste based development corporations: National Scheduled Castes Finance and 

Development Corporation (NSCFDC), Dr. BR Ambedkar Development Corporation by 

Government of Karnataka etc. 

 Strengthening the democratic nature and inclusive governance: With the marginalized sections’ 

increasing participation through PG mobilization, awareness and exercise of their rights, they are 

encouraged into the mainstream effectively. 

 Increasing self-identity/Preservation of ethos and cultural importance: Ex: Celebration of 

Bhima-Koregaon battle by Dalits. 

 Paved way for the representation at national and regional political landscape. Ex: Political parties 

like BSP whose political origin is traced back to caste based PGs. 

However, there have been some concerns posed by the activities of caste based PGs: 

 Identity politics: Politicians seem to take advantage through caste appeasement and neglect the 

actual needs and policies required for upliftment, often agreeing to illegitimate and parochial 

demands. Ex: Reservation to upper and well off castes in Gujarat, Maharashtra etc. when they 

do not meet criteria of social or educational backward classes. 
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 Caste based violence: Riots and unpleasant clashes with other castes, sometimes ending in 

death or serious consequences. Ex: Clashes between upper castes and the Mahars on the 200th 

anniversary of the Battle of Bhima Koregaon. 

 Fragmentation of society and enhanced caste consciousness: Creation of favour in own 

interests and animosity between different sections of people. Ex: Lingayat Sect in Karnataka. 

 Assertions: There is revival of caste based politics in new form through caste assertions to gain 

political space thereby creating new wedge in society. 

 Political class agreeing to demands under pressure. Ex: reservation for Marathas when they do 

not meet the criteria of socially-educationally backward class. 

Way forward: 

 Supreme Court’s ruling on Sec 123(3) of Representatives of Peoples Act 1951 where it prohibits 

any candidate, his agent, or any person consented by such candidate or his agent, from soliciting 

votes, or discouraging voters against voting for a rival candidate, on grounds of religion, race, 

caste, community or language, by declaring such conduct as a ‘corrupt practice’ should be 

implemented in letter and spirit. 

 Socio-Economic Development leading to removal of poverty is necessary to remove such 

polarizations. 

 Education of the people is another way of keeping elections secular. 

Conclusion: 

Caste still remains one of the important considerations of voting for Indian voters, and caste-based 

mobilisation remains an important consideration for political parties. The three organs of our 

Democracy supported by the media needs to act together to fill in the loopholes in law and make 

electoral process more secular. 

Economic upliftment is one of the most enabling elements to release women from 

oppression, violence and powerlessness. Elaborate the statement. How far India has 

been successful in empowering women. Critically examine. (250 words) 
Reference: Indian Express  
Why the question: 
The question is based on the elements that can contribute to release women from oppression, 
violence and powerlessness. 
Key Demand of the question: 
Explain the factors responsible for such conditions of women in the country; explain if economic 
upliftment can enable women empowerment and examine how far India has been successful in 
empowering women. 
Directive: 
Critically examine – When asked to ‘Examine’, we have to look into the topic (content words) in 
detail, inspect it, investigate it and establish the key facts and issues related to the topic in question. 
While doing so we should explain why these facts and issues are important and their implications. 
When ‘critically’ is suffixed or prefixed to a directive, one needs to look at the good and bad of the 
topic and give a fair judgment. 
Structure of the answer: 
Introduction: 
Present a brief introduction about status of women. 
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Body: 
There have been huge changes for women in terms of employment in the past decades, with women 
moving into paid employment outside the home in ways that their grandmothers and even their 
mothers could only dream of. Empowerment of women is perceived as equipping them to be 
economically independent, self-reliant, With positive esteem to enable them to face any situation 
and they should be able to participate in the development activities. Explain why economic 
independence is one of the most enabling elements for women. Present the case of India’s experience 
with women empowerment. Discuss the Remaining challenges. 
Conclusion: 
Conclude with way forward. 
Introduction: 

Empowerment of women is perceived as equipping them to be economically independent, self-

reliant, with positive esteem to enable them to face any situation and they should be able to 

participate in the development activities. However, Social mores, rising incomes of men, and 

gender-based segregation in the job market are limiting women’s economic empowerment in India. 

A three-judge Bench headed by Justice Arun Mishra ruled that a Hindu woman’s right to be a joint 

heir to the ancestral property is by birth and does not depend on whether her father was alive or not 

when the law was enacted in 2005. A Supreme Court Bench has once again proved that our judiciary 

can be the torchbearer of progressive attitudes towards women. 

Body: 

Economic upliftment and women empowerment: 

 The agency, freedom and intra-household power of women are strengthened when women are 

given an economic value; when they are enabled to hold a position in the economy through 

employment. 

 Scholars who have explored and studied women’s work, especially among the poorest in the 

most marginalised locales and communities, have been highlighting the importance of 

recognising women’s work, the importance of women as economic agents. 

 Economic power for women within and outside the household makes a difference to gender 

relations. 

 There is a bidirectional relationship between economic development and women’s 

empowerment, defined as improving the ability of women to access the constituents of 

development — in particular health, education, earning opportunities, rights, and political 

participation 

Gender based segregation limits women’s empowerment: 

 The under-representation of women in the workforce is both a social and economic loss. 

 A McKinsey Global study in 2015 found that India could increase its GDP by 16-60% by 2025 by 

simply enabling women to participate in the economy at par with men. 

 Three key factors that have limited the role of women in the Indian economy: the role of 

entrenched gender norms in our society, the rising incomes of men (which raises family income 

and makes it easier for women to quit working), and the lack of quality jobs for women. 
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 The latest evidence on regressive attitudes towards women comes from the Social Attitudes 

Research India survey covering Delhi, Mumbai, UP and Rajasthan in 2016. 

 A new study based on the survey shows that a significant share of men and women feel that 

married women whose husbands earn a good living should not work outside the home. 

However, the idea of women- empowerment just doesn’t imply economic empowerment by 

increasing their Labour force participation, job creation, entrepreneurship opportunities. There is 

a grave necessity of social and political empowerment due to. 

 Crimes: 

 Crimes against women are discussed merely as a barrier to women’s mobility, one that 

hampers their supply in the labour market. 

 NCRB data recording an 83 per cent increase in crimes against women between 2007 

and 2016, and the Thomson Reuters Foundation’s global poll in 2018 naming India as 

the most dangerous country for women. 

 The MeToo movement tumbled out many skeletons from the drawers showing most 

women kept quiet about the sexual harassment due to fear of losing jobs and affecting 

their livelihoods and career. 

 Social barriers: 

 Married women are not allowed to work in some religions and culture. Further, the 

patriarchal mindset prevalent in Indian people forces such barriers on women. 

 According to recent research by Public Affairs Centre (PAC), a major metropolis like Delhi 

has only 196 female workers per 1,000 workers, and Mumbai has only 188. In contrast, a 

state like Nagaland, which has historically been matrilineal, has more than 500 women 

workers per 1,000 in most districts. 

 Unpaid care: 

 Unpaid work done by women in the household demonstrates no understanding of how 

it constrains women from entering the labour force. 

 The lack of basic facilities like drinking water, cooking gas in rural areas forces women 

into drudgery to arrange the basic stuff. 

 Fixed Gender Roles: 

 There are fixed gender roles in most families, again a consequence of patriarchal 

mindset. 

 The concept of paternity leaves and mainstreaming of gender education in schools is 

still miles away in India. 

 Without the renegotiation of gender roles, most women will only juggle jobs and not 

enjoy fulfilling careers. 

 Gender-wage gap: 

 Unequal pay for equal work is a stark feature which directly violates the fundamental 

right to equality of women. 
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 A government report in 2018 finding a 30 per cent wage gap even for men and 

women with the same qualifications. 

 Women also lack equal inheritance rights leading to Feminization of poverty. 

 There is absence of any discussion on over-representation of economically active 

women in the informal sector, which leaves them poor and vulnerable, deprived of 

many work benefits. 

Way Forward: 

 Implementation of the laws viz. Protection of women from sexual harassment at workplace act, 

maternity benefit Act in true letter and spirit. 

 Breaking the social barriers by gender sensitization and education at families, schools and 

workplaces. 

 Incentivising companies to employ women and promoting safe work spaces are necessary. 

 Companies must compulsorily grant paternity leave so that the responsibility is shared. 

 Gender-wage gap should be reduced by bringing in stringent laws. 

 Formalization of jobs should be pushed to avail benefits to many women. Until then, social 

security benefits should be provided to women in unorganized sector. 

Conclusion: 

The need of the hour to reap economic benefits is by addressing the issues of gender rights and 

justice. Economic agency is one of the most enabling elements to shift gender relations of power, to 

release women from the kind of oppression, violence and powerlessness that they experience. 

Women’s inclusion in the development design would enhance the outcomes of development it the 

self. All the Departments of States at all levels, to Ministries, to Niti Aayog and its State-level 

counterparts, as well as to research and policy forums should work and implement the schemes 

realizing the importance of women in the economy. 

“Efforts to address child marriage in India should be in consonance with the socio-

economic realities that demand investment in education, welfare, and opportunities for 

women.” Elaborate. (250 words) 
Reference: Indian Express  
Why the question: 
The editorial brings to us the viewpoint that increasing age of marriage will be exercise of carceral 
power by state which will disproportionately affect Dalit, Adivasi women. 
Key Demand of the question: 
Discuss in detail in what way the issue of child marriage and its redressal should be in consonance 
with socio-economic realities that demand investment in education, welfare, and opportunities for 
women. 
Directive: 
Elaborate – Give a detailed account as to how and why it occurred, or what is the particular context. 
You must be defining key terms where ever appropriate, and substantiate with relevant associated 
facts. 
Structure of the answer: 
Introduction: 
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Discuss the context of the decision of raising the legal age of marriage for women to 21 years by the 
government. 
Body: 
Start by explaining what the socio-economic realities of Women in the country are. 
The National Family Health Survey (NFHS-4) data 2015-16 points to certain trends in early marriages: 
That rural women are likely to marry earlier than their urban counterparts; that the higher up a 
woman is on the wealth quintile, the later she marries. Most importantly, it establishes a direct 
causal link between education levels and delayed age of marriage, with the former impacting the 
latter, not the other way around. Women with 12 years or more of schooling are most likely to marry 
later. 
Discuss what should be the efforts that need to be made first to improve the socio-economic 
indicators of women in the country. 
Conclusion: 
Conclude with suitable solutions and suggest what needs to be done. 
Introduction: 

Child marriage usually refers to a social phenomenon practised in some societies in India, where a 

young child (usually a girl below the age of fifteen) is married to an adult man. A second form of 

practice of child marriage is that in which the parents of the two children (the girl and boy) arrange a 

future marriage. 

Prohibition of Child Marriage Act (PCMA), 2006 defines a child marriage as one in which the girl is 

below the age of eighteen years and the boy is below the age of twenty-one years. According to a 

United Nations report, India has the second highest number of child marriages. The rates of child 

marriage vary between states and are as high as 69% and 65% in Bihar and Rajasthan. 

Body: 

Child marriage in India: 

 According to estimates, India contributes 33% of the total number of child brides in the world, 

with nearly 103 million Indians getting married before they turn 18. 

 UNICEF estimates that 27% of girls i.e. nearly 1.5 million girls get married before they turn 18. 

This is better than 47%, a decade ago. 

 In 2018, a UN Report said that there has been a significant drop in Indian girls being forced into 

marriage. 

Reasons for prevalence of child marriages in India: 

 Gender inequality, social norms, perceived low status of girls, poverty, lack of education, 

safety concerns about girl children and control over sexuality are considered to be reasons for 

prevalence of child marriages. 

 Social groups follow traditions from previous eras without questioning contemporary relevance. 

Early marriage allows parents to waiver ‘responsibility’ of settling their children. 

 Economically weak and large families encourage the practice as it helps send-off girl children 

early, while marriage of a boy brings an additional hand to assist in household and economic 

activities. 
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 Members of communities practicing child marriage tend to have little to no formal education. 

Belief in religious scriptures and the idea that these contain prescription for early marriage drive 

families to fulfil this “obligation.” 

 Early marriage ensures full “utilization” of fertility and childbearing capacity. 

 Strong caste ties limit the availability of suitable marital partners. As soon as parents identify a 

match, they make haste in conducting the marriage. 

 Limited education opportunities, low quality of education, inadequate infrastructure, lack of 

transport and therefore concerns about girls’ safety while travelling to school significantly 

contribute to keeping girls out of school and therefore tend to favour child marriage. 

 Girls are often seen as a liability with limited economic role. Women’s work is confined to the 

household and is not valued. In addition, there is the problem of dowry. Despite the fact that 

dowry has been prohibited for five decades (Dowry Prohibition Act, 1961), it is still common for 

parents of girls in India to give gifts to the groom and /or his family either in cash or kind. The 

dowry amount increases with the age and the education level of the girl. Hence, the “incentive” 

of the system of dowry perpetuates child marriage. 

 The families and girls who might benefit from social protection programmes are not always 

aware of them and these schemes are often limited to providing cash transfers without the 

accompanying messages to address the multi-dimensional nature of child marriage. 

Measures needed to curb child marriage: 

 Increase social awareness: 

o Children need to be made aware of their human rights and must be taught to refuse and 

speak up once such an incident is taking place. 

o The media also needs to adopt a more proactive role in generating awareness towards 

this heinous ritual. 

o Changing social norms and attitudes towards girls. 

 To transform social norms, programmes must go hand in hand with other interventions to 

change parents’ attitudes, improve education, incentivise higher level of education, and increase 

opportunities for girls to learn, work and earn. 

 The values and norms which support the practice of child marriage need to shift. 

 Raise awareness about the harmful consequences of child marriage. 

 A strong legal and policy system can provide an important backdrop for improvements in 

services, changes in social norms and girls’ empowerment. 

 Imparting value based education to the students in school stressing the importance of education 

and the ill effects of early marriage. 

 Government could rope in achievers like Sakshi Malik, Dipa Karmakar and PV sindhu who have 

achieved great success in their field and parents and students can seek inspiration from their 

achievements. 
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 Inform the respective Child Development Project Officers, who are designated government 

officials, to stop child marriage. 

Conclusion: 

In this competitive world all a child need is education, security and opportunities to showcase 

his/her talents and not marriage which breaks their wings. Let’s give them a safe world to live where 

they can run behind their dreams and build a healthier and equal future. 

What are the problems associated with transgender persons in India? Discuss the legal 

measures available to tackle these issues. (250 words) 
Reference: The Hindu  
Why the question: 
The Ministry of Social Justice and Empowerment has constituted the National Council for 
Transgender Persons. Thus the question. 
Key Demand of the question: 
The question aims to present the problems associated with transgender persons in India and the 
legal measure available to tackle these issues. 
Directive: 
Discuss – This is an all-encompassing directive – you have to debate on paper by going through the 
details of the issues concerned by examining each one of them. You have to give reasons for both for 
and against arguments. 
Structure of the answer: 
Introduction: 
Briefly discuss who constitute transgender in India. 
Body: 
Transgender people are individuals of any age or sex whose appearance, personal characteristics, or 
behaviors differ from stereotypes about how men and women are ‘supposed’ to be. 
Then move onto discuss the Problems faced by transgender – Identity crisis, discrimination, Social 
Problems, unemployment etc. 
Discuss what the rights are given to transgender under Indian law, talk about the Rights of 
Transgender Persons Bill, 2016, talk about the National Council for Transgender Persons etc. 
Conclusion: 
Conclude that it is essential for government and citizens of India that they ensure the Right of 
Transgender persons. 
Introduction: 

According to World Health Organization, Transgender is an umbrella term for people whose gender 

identity and expression does not conform to the norms and expectations traditionally associated 

with the sex assigned to them at birth. They are referred to as transsexuals if they desire medical 

assistance in order to make the transition from one biological sex to another. 

The Ministry of Social Justice and Empowerment has constituted the National Council for 

Transgender Persons, a requirement under the Transgender Persons (Protection of Rights) Act, 

2019. 

Body: 

The National Council for Transgender Persons will consist of: 

 Union Minister for Social Justice (Chairperson) 

 Minister of State for Social Justice (Vice-Chairperson) 
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 Secretary of the Ministry of Social Justice 

 One representative from ministries including Health, Home Affairs, and Human Resources 

Development. 

 Other members include representatives of the NITI Aayog and the National Human Rights 

Commission. State governments will also be represented. The Council will also consist of five 

members from the transgender community and five experts from non-governmental 

organizations. 

Problems associated with Transgender persons in India: 

 Discrimination: Transgender population remains one of the most marginalized groups. Sexuality 

or gender identity often makes transgender a victim of stigmatization and exclusion by the 

society 

 Ostracization: Transgender individuals are often ostracized by society and sometimes, even their 

own families view them as burdens and exclude them. 

 Poverty: In many cases, this lack of legal protection translates into unemployment for 

transgender people 

 Education: Transgender people are unable to access equal educational opportunities because of 

harassment, discrimination and even violence. Most transgender children are forced to drop out 

of schools as Indian schools remain unequipped to handle children with alternative sexual 

identities 

 Health: Transgenders frequently experience discrimination when accessing health care, from 

disrespect and harassment to violence and outright denial of service. The community remains 

highly vulnerable to sexually transmitted diseases like HIV AIDS. According to a recent UNAIDS 

report, the HIV prevalence among transgenders in India is 3.1% (2017). 

 Mental health issues include depression and suicidal tendencies, and violence-related stress 

 Employment: They are economically marginalised and forced into professions like prostitution 

and begging for livelihood or resorting to exploitative entertainment industry. 

 Access to Public spaces and shelter: Transgenders face direct discrimination and denial while 

accessing houses or apartments. Further, they also face problems due to lack of provision of 

gender neutral/separate transgender toilets and discrimination in accessing public toilets 

 Civil Status: Possessing accurate and consistent identification documents has always been 

challenging for the transgender community. 

 Gender-based violence: Transgenders are often subjected to sexual abuse, rape and 

exploitation. 

Legal measures available to tackle these issues: 

Transgender Persons Act, 2019: 

 The Act states that a transgender person shall have the right to self-perceived gender identity. A 

certificate of identity can be obtained at the District Magistrate’s office and a revised certificate 

is to be obtained if sex is changed. 
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 The Act has a provision that provides transgender the right of residence with parents and 

immediate family members. 

 The Act prohibits discrimination against a transgender person in various sectors such as 

education, employment, and healthcare etc. 

 It states that the offences against transgender persons will attract imprisonment between six 

months and two years, in addition to a fine. 

Way forward: 

 A multi-prolonged approach with focus on public awareness campaigns is needed to eliminate 

the social stigma associated with the transgender community. 

 Large scale sensitization needs to happen starting from the school level to accept the 

transgender community integral component of societal life. 

 Legal and the law enforcement systems need to be empowered and sensitized on the issues of 

Transgender community. 

 Stringent criminal and disciplinary action must be taken against the people who commits 

violence against Transgender. 

Conclusion: 

The establishment of National Council for Transgender Persons which seeks to increase awareness 

and inculcate sense of respect and acceptance for transgender community, is a welcome step. 

However, only with the effective functioning of the council whether it will able to identify the issues 

faced by the transgender community and accordingly advice the government. Apart from policies 

and regulations, there is also a need for an inclusive approach, sensitising legal and law enforcement 

systems in particular towards the issues of transgender community. 

Role of women and women’s organization;  

In India, as in many other countries, the economic fallout of covid-19 has had a 

disproportionate effect on women, thus it’s time to realize that what’s good for gender 

parity is good for the economy. Analyse. (250 words) 
Reference: Live Mint 
Why the question: 
The author of the article brings to us the dismal effect that Covid-19 had on women in the country 
and in what way it’s high time for us to realize that what’s good for gender parity is good for the 
economy. 
Key Demand of the question: 
Discuss in detail the need to recognize and acknowledge the fact that – “what’s good for gender 
parity is good for the economy.” 
Directive: 
Analyze – When asked to analyse, you have to examine methodically the structure or nature of the 
topic by separating it into component parts and present them as a whole in a summary. 
Structure of the answer: 
Introduction: 
Discuss the effects of Covid-19 in general and explain in what way it has shown a disproportionate 
effect on women in the country. 
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Body: 
Start by explaining key facts such as – Even before the Covid crisis, India’s quest for gender equality 
was stalling. Globally, female participation in the labour force is about two-thirds that of men. That 
number had hardly changed between 2014 and 2019. 
Discuss then the several reasons, besides the underlying inequalities, for this disproportionate effect 
on women. A major factor is that coronavirus has significantly increased the burden of unpaid care. 
According to one survey, covid-19 has increased by 30% the time women in India spend on family 
responsibilities. 
Explain the need for recognising gender parity to better the economy. Discuss the efforts of the 
government in this direction. 
Conclusion: 
Conclude with way forward. 
Introduction: 

As the COVID-19 pandemic sweeps through the globe leaving behind a trail of destruction, most 

countries are implementing different versions of lockdowns to facilitate social and physical 

distancing. The basic assumption underlying almost all these policy decisions during a crisis like this 

is that the effect of the pandemic is gender neutral. As the lockdowns impose stricter control on 

one’s mobility, they put women in abusive relationships at extremely high risk of damage from 

physical, sexual and emotional abuse. 

Body 

The World Economic Forum’s Global Gender Gap Report 2020 says men and women will have pay 

equality in 257 years. Of the 153 countries studied for the report, India ranks 112th on the overall 

Global Gender Gap Index. The economic gender gap runs particularly deep and has gotten 

significantly wider. 

Issues faced by women: 

Gender gap in India: Current Scenario 

 Globally, female participation in the labour force is about two-thirds that of men. That number 

had hardly changed between 2014 and 2019. 

 But, in India, where women made up just 20% of the workforce, going by data from the 

International Labour Organization, there was a slight decrease in female labour-force 

participation in that period. 

 Against this backdrop, covid-19 has been a gender-regressive shock. Women’s jobs and 

livelihoods have been more vulnerable to the pandemic. 

 Globally, the covid-related job loss rate for women is about 1.8 times higher than that of men, at 

5.7% versus 3.1%, by our estimates. 

 In India, women’s share of job losses, considering only the covid impact on the industries in 

which they work, would have been 17%, but unemployment surveys suggest that they actually 

account for 23% of overall job losses. 

 India scores quite low in when it comes to gender inequality, according to latest UNDP Human 

development report, India is ranked 125 of 159 countries in the Gender Inequality Index (GII). 
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 Wage gap: Research from India’ leading diversity and inclusion consulting firm Avtar Group 

shows that women are paid 34% less than men for performing the same job with the same 

qualifications. 

Reasons for the same: 

 A major factor is that coronavirus has significantly increased the burden of unpaid care. 

 According to one survey, covid-19 has increased by 30% the time women in India spend on 

family responsibilities. 

 Unsurprisingly, therefore, women have dropped out of the workforce at a higher rate than is 

explained by market dynamics alone. 

 Lack of Economic Empowerment: Women are underrepresented in senior managerial position 

and overrepresented in low paying jobs. Oxford Survey shows that globally only 19% firms have 

a female senior manager. 

 Financial inclusion: with reduced capital available to support the micro-enterprises that are so 

often a pathway to work for women. 

 Access to productive capital: It is harder for women to access funds and capital for farming, 

starting a business or for other developmental works. 

 Secondary Education for women is lower than man in majority of countries while this stands at 

less than 80% in India. 

 Social norms and stereotypes: Classifying men as “bread winners” and women pursuing jobs as 

“career women” was reported by Oxford University Survey. It also highlighted that most of the 

unpaid work is seen as a women’s job. 

 Over half the respondents to a World Values Survey in many South Asian countries agreed that 

men have a greater right to a job than women when jobs are scarce—far higher than the one in 

six respondents who said the same in developed countries. 

Measures to be taken: 

 While policies that support gender equality need to be tailored to national contexts, there are 

tried and tested measures that can be considered. 

 Policy measures could include addressing or reducing the amount of unpaid work and 

rebalancing it between men and women, supporting employer or state-funded provision of 

childcare, and interventions to address digital and financial inclusion. 

 Any drive for gender parity arguably starts with efforts to change entrenched, widespread 

attitudes about women’s role in society. 

 The family needs to adjust to the changing role of women and volunteer to share household 

work. 

o Unrealistic expectations can be detrimental to their physical and mental well-being. 

 Workplaces can do their bit by introducing part-time and flexi-time work facilities and work from 

home opportunities to avoid their burnout. 
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 Policies that provide services, social protection and basic infrastructure, promote sharing of 

domestic and care work between men and women, and create more paid jobs in the care 

economy, are urgently needed to accelerate progress on women’s economic empowerment. 

 Ensuring basic infrastructure such as piped drinking water, LPG cylinders to all rural areas have 

helped reduce the burden of domestic responsibilities on women. 

Conclusion: 

This pandemic is not only challenging global health systems, but our commitment to equality and 

human dignity. With women’s interests and rights front and centre, we can get through this 

pandemic faster, and build more equal and resilient communities and societies that benefit 

everyone. 

Population and associated issues, poverty and developmental issues. 

Given the significance of laborers to urban development, there is a need to address the 

stark inequalities and make urban spaces in India more socially and financially inclusive. 

Discuss. (250 words) 
Reference: Financial Express  
Why the question: 
The question is based on the inclusive urbanisation from topics of GS paper I. 
Key Demand of the question: 
Discuss in detail the need to address the stark inequalities and make urban spaces in India more 
socially and financially inclusive through the concept of inclusive urbanisation. 
Directive: 
Discuss – This is an all-encompassing directive – you have to debate on paper by going through the 
details of the issues concerned by examining each one of them. You have to give reasons for both for 
and against arguments. 
 Structure of the answer: 
Introduction: 
Define the context of the question; provide some statistical data suggesting the stark inequalities, the 
plight of laborers in the country. 
Body: 
Define what you understand by inclusive urbanisation. Suggest its key features. Explain why the 
concept is more relevant than ever in the context of Indian cities.   
The Covid-19 pandemic has proved that the Indian cities are overburdened and underprepared to 
provide guaranteed social protection to millions of migrant workers. Due to denial of access to 
adequate food and nutrition, livelihood, housing and basic amenities like water and sanitation 
facilities, there has been an exodus of migrant laborers from urban to rural areas. 
Further, with over 90% of the population working in the informal economy, the International Labour 
Organization (ILO) has predicted that as a result of the crisis and subsequent lockdown, about 400 
million workers will fall deeper into poverty. Given the significance of these laborers to urban 
development, there is a need to address the stark inequalities and make urban spaces in India more 
socially and financially inclusive. 
Discuss the issues faced by migrant workers in urban areas. 
Conclusion: 
Conclude with solutions to address the problem. 
Introduction: 
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The Covid-19 pandemic has proved that the Indian cities are overburdened and 

underprepared to provide guaranteed social protection to millions of migrant workers. Due to denial 

of access to adequate food and nutrition, livelihood, housing and basic amenities like water and 

sanitation facilities, there has been an exodus of migrant labourers from urban to rural areas. 

Further, with over 90% of the population working in the informal economy, the International Labour 

Organization (ILO) has predicted that as a result of the crisis and subsequent lockdown, about 400 

million workers will fall deeper into poverty. Given the significance of these labourers to urban 

development, there is a need to address the stark inequalities and make urban spaces in India more 

socially and financially inclusive. 

Body: 

Significance of labourers to Urban development: 

 The migrant labourer is the builder of not just modern India, but modern Singapore, modern 

Dubai and every modern country that prides itself on the glamour list of modernity. 

 Our urban centres are our economic nodes as well. 

 A key feature of the urban economy in India, consistent with most developing economies, is the 

role played by informal workers and the unorganized sector. 

 Migrant workers as many as the population of Japan are forever on the move in India to keep 

the big city rolling. 

 In many ways this is back-end India that offers the much-needed daily support to front-end India 

to keep the wheels of the modern economy moving. 

 To put things in perspective, as per the Economic Survey of India, about 90% of India’s total 

workforce of about 500 million workers is engaged in the informal sector. 

 Factories, industrial units, hotels, restaurants and many other establishments, irrespective of 

their scale of operations, depend on such workers. 

 They come in many avatars. There is a hierarchy even. There is the Uber and Ola driver who has 

migrated from Begusarai to Bengaluru. There is the mason, the carpenter, the food delivery boy, 

the painter, the plumber and many, many others. 

 It is important for us to take cognisance of every point of need—social, economic, political and 

psychological—that the migrant worker deserves. 

 Labour migration within India is crucial for economic growth and contributes to improving the 

socio-economic condition of people. 

 Migration can help, for example, to improve income, skill development, and provide greater 

access to services like healthcare and education. 

Issues Faced by Migrant Workers in Urban Areas: 

 According to the recent “Drinking Water, Sanitation, Hygiene and Housing Condition” survey by 

the government, there continue to be glaring gaps in water access in urban and rural India. 

 Mirant labourers are likely to have relied more on public amenities such as hand pumps and 

public taps or standpipes which are connected to a municipal connection. 
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 These sources are generally unreliable, hand pumps and municipal pipes, for example, do not 

always supply water of potable quality. 

 Given the importance of washing hands in combating the infection, the lack of WASH (Water, 

Sanitation and Hygiene) makes migrant labourers subject to work in an unsafe work 

environment 

 Though the Unorganised Workers Social Security Act 2008 has specified the role of urban local 

bodies in registering numbers of migrant worker and disseminating information regarding 

welfare schemes to them, these provisions are not obligatory. 

 Due to this, there is lack of any credible data on how many migrants enter and leave our states 

and cities. 

 According to the Economic Survey of India 2019, about 90% of India’s total workforce of about 

500 million workers is engaged in the informal sector. This made them more vulnerable to the 

economic crisis induced by Covid-19. 

 Some of the major challenges due to the informalisation of the workforce include lack of job 

security, limited or no access to banking and insurance channels, a generally under-developed 

public health system. 

Measures to make Urban spaces more inclusive for the labourers: 

 Creation of a Database of Migrant Workers: 

 Recognition and identification of migrants is the first step towards a more enhanced 

framework to provide basic amenities. To begin with, an effort to create a database of 

migrant workers is most necessary. 

 Creating a digital Pan-India database to ensure coordination with their home districts and 

respective states. 

 Eventually, convergence around this could create a framework of health, banking, 

microfinance and insurance networks centred around workers and migrants in urban areas. 

 Labour Migration Governance System: 

 A fair and effective labour migration governance system for workers within the country is 

an urgent need of the hour. 

 This is necessary for the realisation of decent work opportunities for all migrant workers 

while respecting fundamental human rights. 

 Also, there is a need to ensure the protection of the labour rights of workers while taking 

into account the views of the employers to foster innovation in business and enterprises. 

 Formalisation of Economy: 

 The central and state governments need to continue their efforts to address the informality 

of the Indian economy, the rural-urban divide, the uneven growth within states and 

between regions in the country, and the social and economic inequalities associated with 

the poorest and vulnerable. 
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 The migrants need to be supported with relevant information and counselling for job search 

and employment opportunities based on their skills and previous experience through their 

local governance and panchayat structures. 

 Recently proposed Unorganised Worker Index Number Card by the Labour Ministry would 

also help in formalisation of the workforce. 

 Focusing on Public Health Infrastructure: 

 Smart cities project does well by focusing on creation of hard infrastructure for urban 

renewal. 

 There is a need to strengthen the public health emergency infrastructure also. This social 

and financial inclusion would make the Smart Cities Mission truly holistic. 

 Supporting Financially: 

 There is a need to expedite the proposed Social Security Fund under the Code on Social 

Security, 2019. 

 This could go a long way to provide a sense of financial security and act as a tool to monitor 

this segment of the population better. 

Conclusion: 

The global experience shows that migration will continue as long as there is hope, aspiration, and an 

alternative livelihood option better than those available at home. In this context, the government 

has the task to build back better urban spaces in India, with a human-centred approach at its core. 

Shall urban India focus beyond toilets to address sanitation woes? Give arguments in 

support of the opinion. Suggest measures to make urban India open-defecation free. 

(250 words) 
Reference: Hindustan Times  
Why the question: 
Result of Swachh Survekshan 2020 will be announced today, thus the context of the question. 
Key Demand of the question: 
The question is intended to anticipate the need to recognize sanitation woes beyond toilets in the 
country. 
Structure of the answer: 
Introduction: 
Start by defining what you understand by sanitation in detail. 
Body: 
Sanitation is intrinsically linked to health, and unless faecal waste is treated properly and disposed of 
safely, it will find its way back into the food chain. In India, there is increasing awareness about the 
importance of using toilets, largely due to flagship programme Swachh Bharat Mission launched in 
2014. 
Then move onto discuss India’s approach to sanitation and related issues. 
Explain the problems with focusing on toilets alone. 
Discuss why India needs to focus beyond toilets. 
Conclusion: 
Conclude with efforts of the government in this direction, suggest solutions. 
Introduction: 
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Urban India was declared open defecation free (ODF) on October 2, 2019. All states have been 

certified as ODF, according to the statistics of the urban affairs ministry. However, the reality is 

different compared to claims. The Swachh Bharat Abhiyan has made a significant impact on both 

rural and urban sanitation and the announcement of open defecation free (ODF) cities is becoming 

frequent now than in the last three years. But with ODF comes the next challenge, the sustainability 

of ODF status something many urban bodies are likely to face in the coming days. 

Body: 

The results of the fifth edition of the annual cleanliness survey ‘Swachh Survekshan 2020’ was 

released recently. The survey was completed in 28 days and 1.87 crore people across 4,242 cities, 62 

cantonment boards and 92 towns along river Ganga participated in it. Sanitation in urban areas is a 

different challenge from sanitation in rural areas. People in urban spaces are more mobile, use 

public and community toilets more frequently and many households in urban areas do not have 

adequate space for individual toilets. Sustaining ODF status in a city is huge challenge the key is to 

cover every aspect of sanitation related behaviour in the urban space 

Sanitation woes continue in Urban India: 

 Non-usage of toilets: 

 One independent survey shows toilets are not used by up to half the population in some 

places, underscoring the challenge ahead. 

 Poor quality of toilets: 

 The challenges for the campaign will be to build toilets which are women and physically 

disabled friendly and have continuous piped water supply. 

 many of these toilets do not have proper water supply, lighting, ventilation and liquid 

waste management system. 

 Instead of chasing numbers, the focus should be on building quality toilets for people to 

use 

 Piped Water Supply: 

 Water supply remains a critical area even under the Swachh Bharat Mission. 

 Piped water supply is one of the essentials of having a sound sanitation system. But 

laying of pipes for water supply is a huge challenge in urban India. 

 It becomes even more challenging to draw plans and restructure existing water pipelines 

in urban areas due to involvement of various agencies like civic bodies and urban local 

bodies. 

 There is often non-cooperation at various levels, resulting in delays in implementation of 

plans. 

 This leads to a big gap between the number of toilets constructed and toilets with piped 

water supply 

 Sanitation Problem: 
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 Drainage is a more severe problem in urban areas as many drainage systems in urban 

India are old constructions which often lead faecal sludge directly to water bodies, 

resulting in environmental pollution. 

 Absence of proper drainage means that faecal waste accumulates near the toilet area, 

resulting in health hazards. 

 Many of the toilets built under the mission had drainage systems which carried sewage 

directly to rivers. 

 Some of the other impediments in achieving ODF cities or villages include lack of clarity and 

motivation at local level, lack of funds for construction of toilets, lack of space for construction 

of individual toilets, issues linked with building permissions to toilets, construction and 

maintenance of community toilets and lack of awareness and behavioural issues at household 

level. 

Measures to make urban India open-defecation free: 

 ODF sustenance in urban areas can be achieved after a number of ancillary factors related to 

sanitation are taken into consideration. 

 Regular monitoring of open spaces to discourage open defecation: 

 A strict and uncompromising clause of an ODF area is that at any point of time, no 

person should be seen defecating in the open. 

 Open spaces near railway tracks and slums should be developed to create gardens, 

playgrounds or any recreational space. 

 Conversion of open spaces into gardens or playgrounds also inculcates a sense of 

cleanliness among people habituated to defecating in the open, and compels them to 

use toilets. 

 Encouraging construction of own toilets: 

 Space in urban households is a major hindrance in construction of individual toilets. 

 In case of severe constraint, group toilets can be constructed where two-three 

households knowing each other well come together to build and use a toilet and 

contribute towards a city’s ODF sustenance. 

 Geo-tagging of toilets available in nearby areas, accessible from smartphones is a trend 

that is helping people discover toilets nearest to them. 

 In many cities like Delhi, Bengaluru and Mumbai, toilets in petrol pumps, malls and 

restaurants have been allowed to be used by the public for nominal charges, ensuring 

that people who do not have access to a household or public toilet yet, can use 

alternatives available to them. 

 Ensuring uniform sewage disposal mechanisms across an ODF urban area: 

 Disposal of septage should be directly linked to sewage treatment plants, so as to ensure 

that the waste from the toilets go straight for treatment. 
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 The Smart Cities Mission looks to connect the drainage systems of public and household 

toilets to sewage treatment plants, and smoothen the flow of septage. 

 Strengthening complaint redressal systems: 

 In an ODF city, instances of open defecation should be dealt with strictly. 

 A separate system of taking in and dealing with complaints related to open defecation, 

unclean open spaces and ill-maintained community and public toilets will help in the 

sustenance of a city’s ODF status. 

 Civic bodies in charge of building and maintaining toilets should also be responsible 

towards ensuring that breaching the ODF rule must be penalised accordingly. 

 Promoting ODF status of a city among residents: 

 The Swachh Bharat Abhiyan has been repeatedly called out as a people’s movement. 

 The ODF tag for a city is a success for its residents, as much as it is for the civic body in 

charge. Residents must be made aware of the role they played in a city becoming ODF. 

 Civic bodies must promote the ODF tag of a city among residents and ask for their 

cooperation in maintaining the ODF status. 

 This can inculcate a sense of responsibility associated with cleanliness among the 

residents, and will motivate them to do their bit to maintain the ODF status of their city. 

Conclusion: 

Efforts should be focused on harnessing social movements to create new social norms for ending 

open defecation while challenging deeply entrenched practices of caste, gender inequity and social 

exclusion. Advocacy to promote the installation of mass handwashing stations in schools and 

preschools to allow for daily handwashing exercises to teach good hygiene habits. 

Social empowerment, communalism, regionalism & secularism. 

Comment on the issue of mandatory menstrual leave also, analyse the design of a new 

framework for the same in our country. (250 words) 
Reference: Hindustan Times  
Why the question: 
The article presents to us the idea of Mandatory menstrual leaves and associated pros and cons. 
Key Demand of the question: 
One has to elaborate in detail on the concept of Mandatory menstrual leaves and associated pros 
and cons and comment upon the new framework that should be designed for it. 
Directive: 
Comment– here we have to express our knowledge and understanding of the issue and form an 
overall opinion thereupon. 
Structure of the answer: 
Introduction: 
Starts by explaining what Menstrual leaves/period leaves are. 
Body: 
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Start by briefing that the recent announcement of paid period leave for female employees by an 
Indian unicorn has once again thrust the issue of mandatory menstrual leave into the spotlight. Many 
activists feel that menstrual leave should be a paid leave granted by law, like maternity leave. 
Explain nitty-gritties associated with it, present arguments both in favor and against the idea. 
Highlight the importance of such an idea applied to Indian context. 
Conclusion: 
Conclude with its relevance to women empowerment in the country. 
Introduction: 

Menstrual leave is a type of leave where a woman may have the option to take paid or unpaid leave 

from her employment if she is menstruating and is unable to go to work because of this. According 

to a study, out of the 40% of women who are part of the labour force 20% experience a condition 

called dysmenorrhea that causes pain during menstruation. 

Online restaurant guide and food ordering platform Zomato recently said it is introducing up to ten 

days of ‘period leaves’ for all women employees to build a more inclusive work culture in the 

organisation. 

Body: 

Rationale for the mandatory menstrual leaves: 

 The support for period leave rests on a sound rights-based argument — that workplaces need to 

accommodate for biological differences between co-workers. 

 Period leave allows women to rightfully rest during their menstrual cycle. 

 It is well-documented that women experience a wide range of health complications during their 

monthly cycle — cramps, back and muscle pains, bloating, headaches, nausea, among others. 

 These symptoms can assume greater severity for women suffering from chronic conditions like 

polycystic ovary syndrome (PCOS) and endometriosis. 

 While the experience of a period is different for different women, and certainly differs month-

to-month for the same woman. 

 Period leave is thought to be a means to legitimise the physical toll of a painful monthly cycle, to 

be taken if required, a means to create equity at the workplace. 

 It is also cited as a way of normalising conversations around menstruation. 

Challenges in granting the mandatory menstrual leaves: 

 To achieve the stated objectives, we cannot ignore the economics of a period leave. We need to 

be clear where the funding for menstrual leaves comes from. 

 If menstrual leave is structured like maternity leave, it threatens to increase the cost of hiring 

women. This has implications in the long-run. 

 Teamlease Services found that 1.1-1.8 million women lost their jobs in 2018-19 across 10 major 

sectors owing to the Maternity Benefit (Amendment) Act 2016 which doubled paid maternity 

leave from three to six months. 

 Similarly, there are other costs associated with hiring women that lead to unsaid but rampant 

discrimination. 
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 It is well-known that many employers in India are hesitant to hire women for jobs that require 

frequent travel as they need to make special arrangements for their safety. 

 Essentially, society’s failure to keep women reasonably safe leads to a public cost internalised by 

employers as a private cost. Paid period leave can further exacerbate this situation. 

 Even if this by itself does not keep women out of jobs, it can lead to discrimination in hiring and 

promotion and raise the barriers for women to enter and climb the corporate ladder. 

 It also creates grounds for companies to offer lower in-hand salaries to women, justifying it on 

the basis that the cost to company for women and men should be equal. 

 About 55% of urban working women were in regular, salaried employment in 2018-19. Of these, 

71% had no written job contract, 51% were not eligible for paid leave, and 53% were not eligible 

for any social security benefit. 

 Period leave will not touch the lives of millions of casual women workers in the informal 

economy in both urban and rural areas. 

 By increasing the costs of hiring women, we, in fact, risk keeping them out of the workforce. 

Way forward: 

 A good solution might be to increase the number of paid sick leaves by law for both men and 

women, but keeping it equal. 

 While it increases the overall cost of doing business in India, it treats men and women at par. 

 Paid sick leaves can be viewed as a form of social security. 

 In industries where remote working has proven to be effective, employers can be encouraged to 

institute work-from-home policies that allow employees to work remotely for a fixed number of 

days in a month. 

 This flexibility will ensure that women can work from the comfort of their home, in case they 

find it inconvenient to travel or work from office during their period. 

 Menstruation Benefits Bill was tabled as a private member bill in the Parliament in 2018. It is 

imperative to look at the significance of the provisions, for a gender sensitive labour policy. 

 Menstrual leave policies must be introduced alongside measures to increase workforce 

participation of women. 

 Efforts at making workplaces more inclusive and gender sensitive is essential. Separate toilets 

for men and women with facilities for disposal of sanitary napkins should be ensured. 

Conclusion: 

To improve working conditions of the 10% women who are in the formal workforce, we must not 

forget about the remaining 90% women workers who are in the informal sector for whom such 

policies threaten to become the gatekeepers. Given all these apprehensions, we need to find a 

balance between creating space for women to seek period leave when required and ensuring that it 

doesn’t become another ground for employers to favour men over women. 
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Important Geophysical phenomena such as earthquakes, Tsunami, Volcanic 

activity, cyclone etc. 

Sea-level rise (SLR) is a “well accepted” consequence of climate change. Analyse. (250 

words) 
Reference: Indian Express  
Why the question: 
Recently, a study in journal scientific reports made predictions that a large population and assets will 
be globally affected as a consequence of Sea Level Rise (SLR). Thus the question. 
Key Demand of the question: 
Discuss in detail in what way Sea level rise has become more of a result of climate change these days. 
Directive: 
Analyze – When asked to analyse, you have to examine methodically the structure or nature of the 
topic by separating it into component parts and present them as a whole in a summary. 
Structure of the answer: 
Introduction: 
Discuss the concept of Sea level rise. 
Body: 
SLR is an increase in the level of the world’s oceans due to the effects of climate change, especially 
global warming, induced by three primary factors – Thermal Expansion, melting glaciers, Loss of 
Greenland and Antarctica’s ice sheets. 
Quote some key data such as – Global sea level has been rising over the past century, and the rate 
has accelerated in recent decades. The average global sea level has risen 8.9 inches between 1880 
and 2015. That’s much faster than in the previous 2,700 years. 
Discuss the possible consequences and with suitable facts explain in what way it is more a 
consequence of climate change. 
Conclusion: 
Conclude with solutions to address the issue, explain what needs to be done; significance of global 
collective efforts in this direction. 
Introduction: 

Sea level rise (SLR) is one of the most severe impacts of climate change, with rising waters 

threatening to inundate small-island nations and coastal regions by the end of the century. In a study 

published recently in the journal Scientific Reports, researchers predict that by 2100, the global 

population potentially exposed to episodic coastal flooding will increase from 128-171 million to 

176-287 million. The value of global assets exposed to these episodes is projected to be between 

$6,000-$9,000 billion, or 12-20 per cent of the global GDP. 

Body: 

Findings of the study:  

 The researchers note that sea-level rise (SLR) is a “well accepted” consequence of climate 

change. 

 Their study has found that globally, of the 68 per cent area that is prone to coastal flooding, over 

32 per cent can be attributed to regional SLR. 

 This, they say, will significantly increase coastal flooding by 2100. 

 Their results indicate by the year 2100, for most of the world, flooding incidents that are 

typically associated with a 1 in a 100-year event could occur as frequently as 1 in 10 years, 

“primarily as a result of sea level rise.” 
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 As per this assessment, 0.5-0.7 per cent of the world’s land area is at a risk of episodic coastal 

flooding by 2100, impacting 2.5-4.1 per cent of the population, assuming there are no coastal 

defences or adaptation measures in place. 

 The combination of climate change and heavy congestion continues to bury Jakarta, the “world’s 

fastest-sinking city”, by about 25 cm into the ground every year. 

 The situation looks grim for India’s financial capital Mumbai as well. As per some projections, 

climate change is expected to inundate significant sections of Mumbai by 2050, impacting 

millions of people. 

 Other cities that regularly feature in the lists endangered by climate change include Guangzhou, 

Jakarta, Miami, and Manila. 

Factors that are aggravating sea-level rise: 

 Anthropogenic activity is at the root of this phenomenon. Specifically, since the industrial 

revolution, carbon dioxide and other greenhouse gas emissions have raised temperatures even 

higher in the poles. 

 Burning of fossil fuels has resulted in the build-up of greenhouse gases influencing the warming 

trend because they trap heat in the atmosphere. 

 Oil and gas drilling that emits methane which is the main constituent of natural gas is another 

contributor. 

 Methane is more damaging to environment than carbon dioxide, locking in heat more efficiently 

and escalating global warming. 

 Deforestation, on the rise, across the globe, has a lot of negative effects like a rise in sea levels. 

 In summer, Ice breaking ships that head to the north in the Arctic Ocean leave trails of open 

waters, leaving the oceans with lesser ability to reflect back sun rays. 

 Consequently, water gets heated up and melts more ice. This is also contributing to Global 

Warming.  
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Challenges posed by the sea-level rise: 

 Seas and oceans: 

 The Greenland and West Antarctic ice sheets hold enough frozen water to lift oceans about 

13 metres. East Antarctica, which is more stable, holds another 50 metres’ worth. 

 Melting glaciers add to rising global sea levels, which in turn increases coastal erosion. 

 The Greenland ice sheet is disappearing four times faster than in 2003 and already 

contributes 20% of current sea level rise. 

 Storm surge gets elevated as warming air and ocean temperatures create more frequent 

and intense coastal storms like hurricanes and typhoons. 

 The ocean currents get influenced, as massive amounts of very cold glacial-melt water 

entering warmer ocean waters slows down ocean currents. 

 Climate and weather patterns: 

 As permafrost thaws, the trapped carbon inside it is released to the atmosphere in the form 

of methane, a powerful greenhouse gas. 

 This process leads to more climate change and is an example of a positive feedback loop, 

which happens when warming causes changes that lead to even more warming. 

 The Arctic is warming twice as fast as anywhere on earth, and research shows the polar 

vortex is appearing outside of the Arctic more frequently because of changes to the jet 

stream, caused by a combination of warming air and ocean temperatures in the Arctic and 

the tropics. 

 The glacial melt in Antarctica and Greenland is changing the circulation of the Atlantic 

Ocean and has been linked to more destructive storms and hurricanes around the planet. 

 Urban areas and cities 
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 Most of the people found to be at risk from coastal events live in Asia residing in countries like 

China, Bangladesh, India, Vietnam, Indonesia, Thailand, the Philippines and Japan. 

 Very large fractions of coastal populations in these countries will be inundated. 

 Other than Asia and the Netherlands, there are 20 countries (13 of which are small island 

nations) in which more than a tenth of their population are expected to reside below the high 

tide line by 2100, and this is with deep cuts to emissions. 

 Coastal cities, such as Alexandria, Ho Chi Minh City, Basra and Shanghai are among the most 

vulnerable and large portions of Mumbai and Kolkata will be fully submerged by 2050. 

 The effects on the economy, coastal communities, infrastructure and land will be immense and 

people living along the coast will be forced to move inland, probably to nearby towns and cities. 

 Humans and wildlife: 

 Industries that thrive on vibrant fisheries will be affected as warmer waters change where 

and when fish spawn. 

 Coastal communities will suffer as flooding becomes more frequent and storms become 

more intense. 

 In the Arctic, as sea ice melts, wildlife like walrus are losing their home and polar bears are 

spending more time on land, causing higher rates of conflict between people and bears. 

 The habitats of several marine and terrestrial species are changing which results in the 

imbalance of the food chain. 

 When permafrost melts, the land above it sinks or changes shape. Sinking land can damage 

buildings and infrastructure such as roads, airports, and water and sewer pipes and also 

affects ecosystems. 

Global measures undertaken: 

 The International Cryosphere Climate Initiative (ICCI) was launched in 2009. is a network of 

senior policy experts and researchers working with governments and organizations to create, 

shape and implement initiatives designed to preserve as much of the Earth’s cryosphere as 

possible. 

 To prevent the severe effects of climate change, the UN signed the Paris agreement in 2016, an 

international treaty designed to keep the average global temperature well below 2°C above pre-

industrial levels until greenhouse gas emissions are reduced. 

 2019 UN Climate Action Summit saw some commitment from countries to advance their Carbon 

Neutrality efforts. 

 India has worked towards International Solar Alliance which is a step forward in consciously 

trying to reduce the amount of greenhouse gas emissions. 

 International instruments such as The Antarctic Treaty and the Commission for the 

Conservation of Antarctic Marine Living Resources (CCAMLR) that aims for the protection of 

the continent’s ocean wildlife. 

Way forward: 
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 Climate policy is consistent with the 1.5°C goal could cost upto 6. 3 trillion dollars per year 

globally. But the cost likely outweighs the consequences of inaction. If global temperatures rise 

more than 1.5 °C, humankind will have to make adaptations that will make a serious dent on the 

world’s economy and reduce food security and biodiversity. 

 Delaying action any further will need nations to remove CO2 at an unmanageable magnitude 

that current technology and resources cannot achieve. 

 2020 is a critical year for climate change. Countries will meet to renegotiate their commitments 

at the UN Climate change conference in Glasgow in November 2020. But extensive actions must 

be taken to avert a future crisis. 

 There are some changes that are needed to chip away the emissions. These include: 

o Establishing vehicle emission standards and investing in public transportation that runs 

on electricity. 

o Pricing carbon, i.e., making major polluters pay for their emissions. This provides an 

incentive for major emitters to reduce their output. 

o Phasing out coal power plants. 

o With renewable energy technology becoming increasingly affordable, Solar power and 

Wind turbines are needed to phase out coal plants. However, it is important to note that 

these changes on a global scale will not be cheap. 

 While immediate action is needed to save the earth, it is not too late to do something about it 

either. 

 It may be important to revisit the commitments of global climate change before it is too late, as 

the changes that have already set in due to climate change might continue to cause damage for 

a several decades, even if solid measures are taken to contain the changes. 

 Incremental changes no longer enough to stall devastating effects of climate change. The need 

of the hour is rapid and transformational changes. 

Give an account of the distribution of different types of soils found in India. (250 words) 
Reference:  Indian geography by Majid Hussain 
Why the question: 
The question is straightforward and is from the static portions of GS paper I, geography. 
Key Demand of the question: 
One has to account for the distribution of different types of soils found in India. 
Directive: 
Account – Weigh up to what extent something is true. Persuade the reader of your argument by 
citing relevant research but also remember to point out any flaws and counter- arguments as well. 
Conclude by stating clearly how far you are in agreement with the original proposition. 
Structure of the answer: 
Introduction: 
The first scientific classification of soil was done by Vasily Dokuchaev.  In India, the Indian Council of 
Agricultural Research (ICAR) has classified soils into 8 categories. Alluvial Soil, Black Cotton Soil, Red 
Soil, Laterite Soil, Mountainous or Forest Soils, Arid or Desert Soil, Saline and Alkaline Soil, Peaty and 
Marshy Soil are the categories of Indian Soil. 
Body: 
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There are eight types of soils categorized by ICAR but some Indian Soil like – Karewa soil, Sub-
Montane Soil, Snowfield, Grey/Brown Soil are all sub-types of main Indian Soil. 
Then move onto discuss each of the soil variety and their distribution in India with the help of a map. 
Ensure maps are more informative and conveying and not mere outline of the Indian land borders. 
Conclusion: 
Conclude with importance of the diversity in soli varieties owing to regional characteristics and other 
geomorphological factors. 
Introduction: 

Soil is our prime natural and economic resource. Soils in India differ in composition and 

structure. In India, the Indian Council of Agricultural Research (ICAR) has classified soils into 8 

categories. Alluvial Soil, Black Cotton Soil, Red Soil, Laterite Soil, Mountainous or Forest Soils, Arid 

or Desert Soil, Saline and Alkaline Soil, Peaty and Marshy Soil are the categories of Indian Soil. 

Body: 

There are a variety of reasons for these variations in soil. Primarily soils are different from region to 

region due to the climatic conditions (like temperature, rainfall etc). The variety of flora and fauna of 

a region also has an influence on the soil profile. And there can even be a human influence. 

 

 Alluvial Soil: 

 These are formed by the deposition of sediments by rivers. 

 They are rich in humus and very fertile. These soils are renewed every year. 

 This soil is well-drained and poorly drained with an immature profile in undulating areas. 

This soil has potash deficiency. 

 The colour of soil varies from light grey to ash. 

 This soil is suited for Rice, maize, wheat, sugarcane, oilseeds etc. 
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 They are found in Great Northern plain, lower valleys of Narmada and Tapti and Northern 

Gujarat. 

 This soil is divided into Khadar Soil (New) and Bhangar Soil (Old). 

 Black or Regur Soil: 

 These soils are made up of volcanic rocks and lava-flow. 

 It is concentrated over Deccan Lava Tract which includes parts of Maharashtra, 

Chhattisgarh, Madhya Pradesh, Gujarat, Andhra Pradesh and Tamil Nadu. 

 It consists of Lime, Iron, Magnesium and also Potash but lacks in Phosphorus, Nitrogen and 

Organic matter. 

 It has high water retaining capacity and good for the cotton cultivation, Tobacco, citrus 

fruits, castor, and linseed. 

 Red Soil: 

 These are derived from weathering of ancient metamorphic rocks of Deccan Plateau. 

 The presence of ferric oxides makes the colour of soil red. The top layer of the soil is red 

and horizon below is yellowish. 

 Generally, these soils are deficient in phosphate, lime, magnesia, humus and nitrogen. 

 This soil is good for the cultivation of wheat, cotton, pulses, tobacco, millets, orchards, 

potato, and oilseeds. 

 They cover almost the whole of Tamil Nadu, Andhra Pradesh, Chhattisgarh, Karnataka, 

Maharashtra and parts of Orissa. 

 Laterite Soil: 

 These soft, when they are wet and ‘hard and cloddy’ on drying. 

 These soils are formed due to intense leaching and are well developed on the summits of 

hills and uplands. 

 They are commonly found in Kerala, Tamil Nadu, Maharashtra, Chhattisgarh and hilly areas 

of Orissa and Assam. 

 These are poor in organic matter, nitrogen, potassium, lime and potash. 

 These iron and aluminium rich soils are suitable for the cultivation of rice, ragi, sugarcane 

and cashew nuts. 

 Mountain Soil: 

 These soils are formed as a result of the accumulation of organic matter derived from forest 

growth. 

 They are found in Himalayan region and vary in different regions according to altitude. 

 Tea is grown in those areas which receive sufficient rainfall. 

 These soils are immature and dark brown in colour. 
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 This soil has very low humus and it is acidic in nature. 

 The orchards, fodder, legumes are grown in this soil. 

 Desert Soil: 

 This soil is deposited by wind action and mainly found in the arid and semi-arid areas like 

Rajasthan, West of the Aravallis, Northern Gujarat, Saurashtra, Kachchh, Western parts of 

Haryana and southern part of Punjab. 

 They are sandy with low organic matter. 

 It has low soluble salts and moisture with very low retaining capacity. If irrigated these soil 

give a high agricultural return. 

 These suitable less water requiring crops like Bajra, pulses, fodder, and guar. 

 As evaporation is in excess of rainfall, the soil has a high salt content and saline layer forms 

a hard crust. 

 Peaty and Marshy Soils: 

 This soil originates from the areas where adequate drainage is not possible. 

 It is rich in organic matter and has high salinity. 

 They are deficient in potash and phosphate. 

 These mainly found in Sunderbans delta, Kottayam, and Alappuzha districts of Kerala, Rann 

of Kachchh, deltas of Mahanadi etc. 

 Saline and Alkaline Soils: 

 Theses also called as Reh, Usar, Kallar, Rakar, Thur and Chopan. 

 These are mainly found in Rajasthan, Haryana, Punjab, Uttar Pradesh, Bihar and 

Maharashtra. 

 Sodium chloride and sodium sulphate are present in this soil. 

 It is suitable for leguminous crops. 

Conclusion: 

However, in south and central India, floods wash away rich, weathered soil, which are deposited in 

reservoirs or as sand bars along the river bed or in the sea. Any rehabilitation programme must 

consider this lost soil. Organic matter plays a key role in maintaining soil fertility by holding nitrogen 

and sulphur in organic forms and other essential nutrients such as potassium and calcium. The loss 

of organic matter is accelerated by frequent tillage. The need of the hour is to educate farmers in 

other regions as well about what they can do to improve the health of their nutrient-depleted soil by 

following practices such as crop rotation, and using organic manure boosters such as cow dung and 

dried leaves. 

What is Magnetic Reconnection with respect to the sun’s surface? Discuss its role in 

coronal heating and coronal mass ejection. (250 words) 
Reference: phys.org , The Hindu  
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Why the question: 
An international team of solar physicists have measured the global magnetic field of the sun’s 
corona, or outer atmosphere, for the very first time. Thus the question. 
Key Demand of the question: 
Explain in detail the concept of magnetic Reconnection and its role in coronal heating and coronal 
mass ejection. 
Directive: 
Discuss – This is an all-encompassing directive – you have to debate on paper by going through the 
details of the issues concerned by examining each one of them. You have to give reasons for both for 
and against arguments. 
Structure of the answer: 
Introduction: 
Define Magnetic reconnection first; Magnetic reconnection is a process where opposite polarity 
magnetic field lines connect and some of the magnetic energy is converted to heat energy and also 
kinetic energy which leads to the generation of heating, solar flares, solar jets, etc. 
Body: 
Explain that Reconnection is at the heart of many spectacular events in our solar system. For 
example, solar flares which occur near sunspots are believed to be powered by magnetic 
reconnection. Solar magnetic activity, including flares, can eject high energy charged particles into 
space. When the particles reach Earth, they can disrupt power grids and communications systems 
and threaten spacecraft and satellites. 
A related phenomenon is the aurora seen near the polar regions of Earth as well as on other 
magnetized planets. The Earth’s own magnetic field is constantly perturbed by the impinging field 
from the sun (called the solar wind). During strong bursts (such as those caused by extraordinary 
solar flares) reconnection can be induced in the near-Earth magneto tail (a narrow magnetic field 
structure located on the night side many Earth-radii away). The tenuous plasma in that region is then 
accelerated down magnetic field lines into the Polar Regions, striking Earth’s atmosphere and 
exciting nitrogen and oxygen atoms as well as other atoms present in our atmosphere. The 
immediate de-excitation of these atoms then emit the wonderful and often intricate display of light 
we know as the aurora or northern (and southern) lights. 
Discuss its contributions to coronal heating and coronal mass ejection in detail. 
Conclusion: 
Conclude with importance of such a discovery. 
Introduction: 

Magnetic reconnection occurs when a magnetic field rearranges itself to move to a lower-energy 

state. As field lines of opposite polarity “reconnect”, magnetic energy is suddenly converted into 

thermal and kinetic energy. This process is believed to be behind the sudden releases of energy from 

the solar surface in the form of solar flares and Coronal Mass Ejections (CMEs). 

Body: 

Solar atmosphere: 

 The Sun glows with a surface temperature of about 5,500 degrees Celsius (9,932 degrees 

Fahrenheit). 

 On the other hand, its hot outer layer, the corona, has a temperature of over a million degrees 

and ejects a wind of charged particles at a rate equivalent to about one-millionth of the moon’s 

mass each year. 

 Some of these particles bombard the Earth, producing auroral glows and occasionally disrupting 

global communications. 
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 In between these two regions of the Sun is the chromosphere. 

 Charged particles are produced by the high temperatures of the gas, and their motions produce 

powerful, dynamic magnetic fields. 

 Those field lines can sometimes break apart forcefully, but movement of the underlying charged 

particles often leads them to reconnect. 

A significant advancement has been made by an international team of solar physicists led by those 

from Peking University, China, and National Center for Atmospheric Research of the United States. 

The group has measured the global magnetic field of the Sun’s corona, or outer atmosphere, for the 

very first time. 

Importance of the study: 

The coronal heating problem: 

 Though the core of the Sun is at a temperature of about 15 million degrees, its outer layer, the 

photosphere is a mere 5700 degrees hot. 

 However, its corona or outer atmosphere, which stretches up to several million kilometres 

beyond its surface, is much, much hotter than the surface. It is at a temperature of one million 

degrees or more. 

 The question of what causes the atmosphere of the Sun (corona) to heat up again, though the 

surface (photosphere) is cooler than the interior has been a puzzle to solar physicists so far. 

 Popular attempts to explain this puzzle invoke the magnetic field of the corona. 

 Hence the present work will help understand and verify these theories better. 

Coronal mass ejection: 

 The solar flares and coronal mass ejections are driven by magnetic reconnections happening in 

the Sun’s corona. 

 Magnetic reconnection is a process where oppositely polarity magnetic field lines connect and 

some of the magnetic energy is converted to heat energy and also kinetic energy which leads to 

the generation of heating, solar flares, solar jets. 

 It is very important to measure the corneal magnetic fields regularly since the solar corona is 

highly dynamic and varies within seconds to a minute time scale. 

General implications: 

 By focusing on the small-scale process, scientists open the door to understanding what happens 

on larger scales throughout the universe. 

 Determining how reconnection occurs nearby will improve our understanding of how this 

fundamental process works on the sun, on other stars, throughout space. 

 It will teach us more about giant geomagnetic storms like the Halloween storms, thus helping us 

safeguard our home planet Earth. 

Conclusion: 
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India’s first solar mission, Aditya-L1 satellite will aim to measure the solar coronal magnetic fields 

regularly. This will help understand the spectacular solar eruptions and predictions of space weather 

and many more things. 
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	Indian culture will cover the salient aspects of Art Forms, Literature and Architecture from ancient to modern times.
	Temple architecture constitute a significant part of India’s cultural heritage, in this context throw light on the various types of temple architecture in India. (250 words)
	Religion has such a deep imprint on Indian art, that often entire Indian art is dismissed as religious only; however, there is no dearth of secular art. Elaborate. (250 words)
	Bhakti and Sufi movements brought a new form of religious expression amongst Muslims and Hindus. Elaborate the statement highlighting, how they worked for communal harmony. (250 words )
	“India has always excelled in religious philosophies, but these philosophies not only always dealt with spiritual affairs, but also with social problems.” Taking into account the given statement, evaluate the contribution of Buddhism to contemporary s...

	Modern Indian history from about the middle of the eighteenth century until the present- significant events, personalities, issues.
	The legacy of ‘Lokamanya’ Bal Gangadhar Tilak is carried forward in the idea of Aatmanirbhar Bharat. Elucidate. (250 words)
	‘Shaheed-E-Azam’ Udham Singh, who avenged the Jallianwala Bagh massacre, was not only a martyr but also as a universalist radical who championed cosmopolitan ideals of religious and class solidarity. Evaluate. (250 words)
	The economic policies followed by the British led to the rapid transformation of India’s economy into a colonial economy whose nature and structure were determined by the needs of the British economy. Discuss. (250 words)
	Discuss how the pre-congress political organisations evolved in 19th century. (250 words)

	The Freedom Struggle – its various stages and important contributors /contributions from different parts of the country.
	Discuss the significance and impact of Quit India movement. How is it relevant in today’s times? Discuss. (250 words)
	“India’s independence was not just about the end of colonial British rule. It was also bringing down curtains on the dark age of about 1,000 years that began with the invasion of Mahmud Ghazni in 1001.” Analyse. (250 words)
	Jawaharlal Nehru played a very important role in popularizing the vision of a socialist India both within the national movement and in the country at large. Illustrate with examples. (250 words)

	Post-independence consolidation and reorganization within the country.
	What is the Radcliffe Line? Discuss the main motive with which it was drawn and explain its final outcome. (250 words)

	History of the world will include events from 18th century such as industrial revolution, world wars, redrawal of national boundaries, colonization, decolonization.
	The American Revolution inspired the French revolution and yet it was markedly different from it. Elaborate. (250 words)

	Salient features of Indian Society, Diversity of India.
	Is the caste-based discrimination in India different from the racial discrimination of the West? Assess. (250 words)
	Why is suicide the second leading cause for deaths in Indian youth? How is India tackling this issue? What further strategies are needed to stem suicides? Explain.  (250 words)
	Caste system and democracy are not mutually compatible in-principle; however, Indian politics has not only integrated these two, but made caste dissolution impossible. Elaborate. (250 words)
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